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The use of simulation as a tool in water resources plannin g
and development was the subject of a seminar offered during Fal l
Quarter 1966 . Weekly presentations -- open to faculty, students ,
and the general public -- featured speakers who offered a broad
range of considerations regarding the technique .

They pointed out that computer analysis is proving invaluabl e
in such fields as military development, government and industry .
Where complex systems are to be designed, altered, or tested ,
the intelligent use of mathematical models is rapidly becoming a
necessity . This represents a distinct improvement over piece -
meal planning, or the trial and error method ~- neither of which ,
unfortunately, shows arty signs of becoming extinct .

This is not to say that simulation is a perfected art o r
science . Nor is it a magical philosopher's stone to solve all th e
problems of water resources management .

It does, however, provide a means of determining and assem -
bling information on many variables relevant to a particula r
enterprise . This makes it possible to adopt a comprehensive
approach and to develop alternate plans for further evaluation .
All this can be accomplished with a savings in time and mone y
and the probable consequences of any planned action can b e
weighed before commitments are made .

No one can devise a fool-proof system of analysis, but
simulation does help to remove some of the.•uncertainties .

Emery N . Castle
Directo r

Corvallis, Oregon
January 1967
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Presented September 28, 1966 by LOUIS N . STONE, Head of Department
of Electrical and Electronic Engineering, Oregon State University ,
Corvallis, Oregon

qedexput a«d Seu4ieaeee
o~ $iexulatlooa

G ood afternoon . It is my privilege to open this series of water resource s
seminars on simulation models . As you know from the announcement ,

the title of my presentation is the "History and Significance of Simulatio n
Models ."

When I look at the program for this 'i .eries of seminars and read
the list of names of the speakers and the titles of their presentations, it i s
only fair that I let you know of my feeling of inadequacy when introducin g
this subject . Perhaps I can serve best by dealing with the general natur e
of the subject . Then, the speakers, in turn, will show you some of the
fascinating possibilities in their areas .

Simulation is carried out in a great many disciplines'. 'Each group
is making rapid strides within the confines of the distinct nature of its re-
spective area . The speakers for this series of seminars are grateful fo r
this opportunity to learn more about the simulation that is taking place i n
the other areas . We hope we will be able to attend more meetings of thi s
type .

To start with, I will present a definition or description of simu-
lation which is moderately acceptable to some people who practice simu-
lation . I will not propose this definition as being all inclusive as I believ e
this is completely undesirable with simulation in such a dynamic state of
growth .

I believe that we should next look at the classification of model s
used for simulation . This will enable you to view the subject of model s
from a unifying point of view rather than becoming distracted by thei r
apparent diversity . You will always use the simplest model that wil l
adequately serve your purpose, but different purposes demand entirel y
different models of reality .
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To help position the subject of simulation and simulation models ,
I will cover a brief account of its historic evolution . I do not propose t o
present an endless list of historic dates, but to show briefly the range of
development which has taken place during the past relatively few years -- -
with some idea of where we are today . With this growth picture in mind I
will leave it to your imagination to project into the future ; to visualize the
magnitude of growth that will inevitably take place within even the next te n
years .

I believe that the above general discussion should be followed b y
some specific examples of what is taking place in simulation today . Cer-
tainly some of these examples will be in areas familiar to you and thereb y
provide a meaningful illustration for your consideration . The list o f
examples is not meant to be all inclusive, but I hope that it may be repre-
sentative of the area that will not be covered in detail during the comin g
sessions of this seminar .

Certainly two questions that should be answered are : Why build
models? Why simulate? I believe these can best be answered after we
have considered some of the specific examples mentioned above . With
some of these examples in mind we should be able to better understand wh y
so many people are today spending so much time and money building
models and simulating in order to save time and money .

DEFINITION OF SIMULATION

The completely general nature of the definition provided by a
dictionary will add more confusion than clarity to the subject of simulation .
Perhaps we can establish a point of view by contrasting analysis an d
simulation :

Analysis by its methods provides a general solution to all
problems of the class being considered while simulatio n
uses only those features relevant to the system in question .

Another view of simulation which should not produce too muc h
disagreement is :

Simulation is the manipulation and observation of a model
of a real system which for reasons of technical or economi c
nature can not be manipulated directly . The model repre-
sents the essential characteristics of the actual syste m
without superficial elegance . As a clarifying point ,
analytic models are solved, simulation models are run .
The person running the simulation observes the results ,
evaluates these results, and draws appropriate conclusions .
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Analysis is used to establish the model used for simulation . In-
formation about the physical system and information obtained from the
physical system is appropriately analyzed to establish the model .

CLASSIFICATION OF MODELS

We can gain some insight into the general field of models if we
start with the base of physical reality and examine some of the variou s
systems that can be superimposed between ourselves and reality to obtai n
a useful but simplified view of this particular part of reality that is o f
concern to us .

The methods used to construct models can be considered as trans -
formation methods that change the parameters of reality . The useful
parameters are changed in their representation and the others are filtere d
so that hopefully they do not appear in our model .

Scale Mode l

Undoubtedly the hydraulic models were among the early forms o f
models employed to obtain useful information about a very nonlinear for m
of reality . By employing suitable scaling factors, the hydraulics enginee r
can obtain the much needed information for the construction of waterways ,
harbor improvements, dams and spillways, as well as for pumps and
turbines . Another very useful hydraulic model is the towing basin wher e
various models of ship hulls are towed at various speeds . The towing
force is measured and the wake characteristics examined .

The use of wind tunnels to study the various characteristics o f
airplane models was started as soon as designers became serious and as
soon as they could obtain sufficient funds . These wind tunnels range i n
physical size from table models to giant complexes that can accommodat e
a full size aircraft . The air speed ratings range from low subsonic t o
supersonic .

Many scale models are made of complex projects to aid in visual-
ization . Although this type of model is neither analyzed nor run, it doe s
assist in providing an understanding and thereby aids in obtaining support ,
sometimes financial, for the project .

If we exercise our imagination a little we might also include som e
work in the medical profession . Rats, guinea pigs, and other lowe r
mammals are used to determine the effect of various drugs, long befor e
any consideration is given to using these drugs on humans .
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Descriptive or Deterministic Mode l

Models of this type can be used to study and evaluate various pro -
posed inventory control systems, methods of cost analysis, productio n
models, and data-gathering methods, or even accounting systems . Thi s
type of model is very descriptive of the actual system and can usually b e
constructed rather easily .

Changes can be made easily and the results of these changes ca n
be quickly identified and evaluated . Experimentation can continue until the
form of the model produces the desired optimal results .

The deterministic model can be either static or dynamic . The
static model is used to show final results while the dynamic model is use d
in the investigation of the time-varying properties .

Stochastic or Probabilistic Model

Numerous areas exist where a part or the entire area of interes t
is controlled by the precise laws of probability . This method has long bee n
used in certain areas of production planning, advertising evaluation, an d
behavioristic problems . Here the uncontrolled variables must be statis-
tically estimated with variability ranges and confidence intervals, an d
frequently random techniques are used and their accuracy measured b y
normal curve approximations . The object of this method is to determin e
the optimum results from the range of possible results with factor s
weighed by statistical characteristics or strategies .

When many of our physical systems are more carefully analyze d
we find that forms of this method are being employed . For certain con-
ditions it is advantageous to analyze the performance of control system s
by employing stochastic inputs . This has required new methods of evaluat-
ing the performance so that alternative systems may be compared an d
decisions made .

Another very important use of this method occurs when we ar e
concerned with the mass production of a product formed of individua l
components . The variation of the parameters of the many components i s
known or specified . It then becomes necessary to determine the influenc e
of component variation on the output performance of the system .

Predictive or Relative Model s

The predictive or relative model covers many econometric, input -
output and sequencing models . The base of the model is known relation-
ships, either empirical or historical, with varieties of changes in th e
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parameters . The purpose is to measure and evaluate the potential result s
should these specific parametric values be substantiated in time . Such
problems as sales forecasting, national economics, profit extrapolations ,
etc ., also fall in this category . These provide excellent models fo r
analytical and simulation studies .

Normative Model s

Frequently, tentative solutions which can be employed as guide -
lines are necessary . The normative model helps solve problems in method-
ology, sequencing, or stepped explanatory analyses . Exception principl e
or direct decision making is greatly facilitated by using normative models .

Gaming Model s

Gaming models are developed from game theory or executiv e
game principles . These are concerned with the reactions and relations t o
competitive decisions . Matrices can be used to describe the game and the
payoffs . This model is not necessarily used to maximize a gain, but in -
stead it may be used to minimize the opponents gains . It is equally useful
in reducing the hazards of disaster, or excessively large losses, should
the wrong strategies be employed .

Many very interesting and useful models have been developed an d
have been studied in detail by many executives . This is an excellent way
in which to solidify the details of many alternatives . It is very significant
when some of the results do not result in a simple lowering of gains, bu t
instead may be extremely detrimental or even disasterous .

Linear Programming

Linear programming models are frequently considered as a
separate class, but some people consider that they should be a part of th e
descriptive or deterministic model . Effective resources distribution
under varying constraints form the base for these models . They are very
useful in such areas as transportation, product mix, etc .

There are books on linear programming so it is not proposed t o
explore the subject in detail here .

System Models

When devising a model of a complex or extended system we nee d
what I will term a "system model" . Because of the very nature of th e
system it is not possible to construct a meaningful model from any single
type of model . It frequently turns out that several of the above types mus t
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be employed to adequately describe the features of a complex system tha t
we are going to simulate . This makes model design even more challenging .

HISTORICAL HIGHLIGHTS

Let us philosophize for a moment --- then we will come back t o
reality .

I believe that models and simulation are much more basic in ou r
civilization than we might at first think .

Words are used to represent objects (nouns) rather than the object s
themselves . In a very elementary sense the word can be considered to b e
a model or symbol of the real object . With the addition of other types o f
words to represent action and modifiers, etc ., the language can be used to
communicate real situations much more complex than by the use of simpl e
nouns alone . Words can also be used to communicate a variety of situations ,
all of which may not be real or true . However, they do represent conceive d
situations .

Along with the spoken language comes writing . This appears to
have been very pictorial at first and thus represented simple modeling .
As alphabets were established and became more sophisticated the pictoria l
nature disappeared, but the model representation was still there . Abstract
thoughts could now be modeled and presented to others for evaluation .

The knowledge of a language was one of the essential factors tha t
made civilization possible . The use of words soon surpassed the origina l
purpose of providing a means of communication by providing a means o f
molding ideas .

Many languages evolved and they had many differences . Some
obviously were not as useful in expressing new ideas nor as adaptable t o
new situations as others .

Simple mathematics has the same parallel . Ancient man
probably discovered that he could make a mark to represent a single objec t
of importance, two marks to represent two of them, and so forth . It is
easy to visualize how this could soon get out of hand by trying to represent
the number of items equal to one hundred, by one hundred such marks .
New symbols had to be devised to satisfy the need for simplification . Man
eventually had a set of symbols (models) to represent quantity . The early
arithmetic systems did not have a symbol to represent zero, or nothing .
Obviously if you didn't have anything you did not need to represent it .
Elegance was added when the zero was included .
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Numerous arithmetic systems were developed with various sym-
bols and bases . Some were not convenient to use for arithmetic calcula-
tions, others were easier to use. Some civilizations developed mathemat-
ical capability, others could not because of the nature of their arithmeti c
system. In other words their system of models restricted their advance .

Further developments lead to the broad field of mathematics a s
we know it today .

We know that words can give us elegant pictorial descriptions o f
situations and mathematics can give us precise descriptions of situations .
However, neither are reality itself, but are useful, necessary, and impor-
tant representations or models of the real world.

Enough for antiquity . Let us now look at the development of
models of a form more representative of our present views on the subject .
Models which represent a change in form of the parameters will occup y
most of this discussion because these are the types with which I am mos t
familiar . Also, don't be surprised if most of the models are electrical i n
nature because I will again bias this presentation because of my background .

Resistance Model

I do not know the first time that a resistance model was employe d
to represent a specific field of interest other than an electrical circuit. It
must have been well over one hundred years ago .

The resistance analog (as it is customarily referred to in the elec-
trical literature) can take two forms, discrete or continuous . The discrete
form employs an interconnection of individual resistors in such a manner
as to represent the essential features of the system under investigation .
The continuous form employs a conducting sheet of relatively high resist-
ivity material with conducting electrodes attached in various configurations .
Single or multiple voltage or current sources are applied. Readings of
current and/or voltage are taken at appropriate spots in the model . Thes e
readings can be converted to values of the parameters of interest and som e
evaluation made of the solution to the problem .

The resistance analog has been used for such simple problems a s
the solution of a right triangle . It has found frequent use in the steady -
state solution of heat flow problems . Resistor networks have been used
for solving Laplace's and Poisson's equations . Certain electric field ,
magnetic field and electromagnetic field problems are solved by thi s
method. The resistance analog also finds some popularity in the academic
world for illustrating certain types of field problems and heat flow pro-
blems .
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A special-purpose form of the resistance model was designed an d
used by the electric power utilities to make short-circuit studies of thei r
systems . Direct current is applied to the model . It is therefore known a s
a d-c board, or a d-c analyzer . A number have been made and a few ar e
still in use . However, the digital computer offers certain advantages fo r
these studies, so it is doubtful if they will ever regain even their very
modest popularity .

A special form of the conducting sheet model has been upgrade d
to computer status . It is manufactured in Portland, Oregon and sold a s
the ESIAC . It uses a-c rather than d-c and can do such interesting thing s
as extract the roots of equations up to order 27, make root locus plots, etc .

Electric Circuit Mode l

If capacitors and/or inductors are added to the discrete componen t
resistance analog we have a general electric circuit model . Because of the
energy storage capabilities of the capacitors and inductors, the circuit ca n
produce a time dependent solution to some of the problems mentioned above .
This certainly is a great improvement in the capability of our model .

A special version of the electric circuit model is the a-c networ k
analyzer which is used for various electric power system studies . The
model can be set up to simulate the existing power system, or the pro -
posed system as it might exist ten years from now . Transient stabilit y
studies are one of the very important uses . Power systems as large and
as diverse as the Northwest Power Pool require that transient stability b e
given special attention as this has some bearing on the size and inter -
connection of new facilities into the vast network .

There are probably thirty or forty a-c network analyzers in us e
in the United States today . The large analyzers occupy a room about thi s
size . It is doubtful if any more will be installed because of the capabilit y
of the large digital computers .

Electrolytic Tank

The electrolytic tank model should properly be considered as a
form of the resistance model because it is the resistive nature of th e
electrolyte that gives it its ability as a model . It can be used to produc e
the same models as the resistance model mentioned above .

Electrodes of various shapes are immersed in the electrolyt e
(water) . A movable probe is used on the surface of the liquid to eithe r
determine a null point or to measure a potential . The resistivity of the
model can be varied by contouring the bottom of the tank .
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Nonlinear Resistor Mode l

This is a special version of the resistance model . The resistor s
are nonlinear, that is, the magnitude of resistance is a function of th e
current through it . This nonlinear characteristic can be used to mode l
water flow through a pipe .

A commercial version appeared on the market shortly after Worl d
War II . With a wide variety of these nonlinear resistors it was possible t o
represent a water supply network for a moderately large city . With thi s
model of the water supply system it was possible to determine the influenc e
of proposed changes before they were actually buried under the city streets .

Again, the advent of the general purpose digital computer has fa r
overshadowed the simple capabilities of this relatively primitive model .

Gravitational Mode l

A contoured surface is formed and a steel ball is released at a
suitable location. The resulting trajectory represents the solution to th e
problem. This is in general a dynamic model .

The contoured surface can be formed by suitable machining or b y
deflecting a stretched rubber membrane with probes . Numerous trajector y
and stability problems have been solved by this method . This method wa s
useful in the early days of electron tubes and cathode ray tubes in deter -
mining the electron trajectories . This was of great help in placing the
various electrodes in these tubes . As it frequently turned out this wa s
only a small part of the total problem . The real problem turned out to be
getting the electrodes physically in the desired location and keeping the m
there .

Again --- enter the digital computer --- exit the gravitational
model .

ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES

The following examples of simulation models are presented t o
illustrate some of the various areas where models and simulation ar e
being employed. Although certain areas are very prominent in th e
literature, they have been purposely omitted . (The very prominent are a
of control system and business system models and simulation has bee n
omitted .)
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Atmosphere-Soil Boundary Model '

The Hawaii Institute of Geophysics at the University of Hawaii ha s
developed a mathematical model for studying the response of the lowe r
atmospheric layers and the underlying soil to the incoming solar radiatio n
and other external influences .

The model is composed of three layers : (1) A soil layer down t o
50 cm. (2) A surface layer of the atmosphere up to 50 meters where th e
vertical fluxes of heat, momentum, and moisture are essentially constant
with height . (3) An overlying transition layer which extends upwar d
2,000 meters . The dependent variables are the air temperature an d
moisture content, the wind velocity, and the soil temperature .

The partial differential equations were written for the model and
converted to difference equations for use on the digital computer . Using
a time step of five minutes, a vertical grid spacing of one hundred meter s
in the air and 5 cm . in the soil, the model was run on a digital computer .
The forecast for a five day period was predicted quite satisfactorily .

Underground Water Flowz

After the people of California voted funds of $1 .75 billion to
transport water from the Feather River to Los Angeles, studies have bee n
intensified on various aspects of the project . One study of interest is th e
"Analog Simulation of Underground Water Flow in the Los Angeles Coasta l
Plain" . The serious depression of the ground-water level in the Lo s
Angeles basin is of great concern and it is hoped that some of the im-
ported water can be injected into the basin . For this study the genera l
purpose analog computer approach was used .

The initial computer analysis used a simplified model of th e
complex basin structure . The model consisted of a single, unconfine d
acquifier (water-bearing sands and gravels) whose local properties ar e
composites of the corresponding properties of the various acquifiers that
make up the actual structure . The basin was divided into a grid with eac h
element of the grid represented by an electronic amplifier with integratin g

' Mariano A . Estoque . "A Numerical Model of the Atmospheri c
Boundary Layer ." Journal of Geophysical Research, Vol . 68, No . 4 ,
February 15, 1963 . pp 1103 - 1113 .

Z Donald A . Darms and Howell W . Tyson . "Analog Simulation of Under -
ground Water Flow in the Los Angeles Coastal Plain . " Proceedings of
the Western Joint Computer Conference, 1961, pp 535 - 543 .
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capabilities . The input to the amplifier was the customary summing net-
work which connected to the other elements of the grid .

Thus the wa g er injection could be studied . This is very impor-
tant because improper injection at one point could result in flooding in
other areas . Since some of the flow parameters were not actually known ,
the resulting cut-and-try nature of the problem made the analog compute r
approach particularly attractive .

Flood Simulation Mode1 3

In Japan, the Mitsubishi Electric Corporation built a large hybri d
computer for the Kitakami River simulation . The model used indicate s
the water level and discharge at every moment in the main stream and in
each of the various branches according to the volume of rainfall .

The model uses the unit hydrograph method for calculating th e
flow rate of branch rivers as a function of rainfall . The method of solving
difference equations, transformed from partial differential equations, i s
used for calculating the flow in the main river .

The river and tributary flows are simulated on the analog section
of the hybrid computer . Rainfall data is fed into the digital section by a
punched paper tape . This is stored in digital form in the digital section
(also called rain function generator) and converted to analog form at th e
proper time and fed to the analog section . A four-channel oscillograph i s
used for output .

Acoustic Ray Model4

Two workers, one with Applied Dynamics, Inc ., and the othe r
with Electronic Associates, Inc ., have developed a model for simulatin g
the trajectory of underwater acoustic rays on a general-purpose electronic -
analog computer .

Models of this type have been developed for use on digital com-
puters . However, a considerable amount of programming time is require d

3 Kotaro Otoba, Kozi Shibatani and Hiroshi Kuwata . "Flood Simulato r
for the River Kitakami . " Simulation, February 1965, pp 86 - 98 .

4A . I . Rubin and G . F . Graber, "Acoustic Ray Tracing on the Genera l
Purpose Electronic-Analog Computer . " Institute of Electrical and
Electronics Engineers, Transactions on Electronic Computers, June 1965 ,
pp 443 - 455 .
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if the model is nontrivial . Also, this approach requires a large amount o f
computing time .

The velocity of sound in the ocean is unfortunately an arbitrar y
function of the three rectangular space dimensions, x, y, and z . Th e
change in velocity with depth is much greater than the changes in the hori -
zontal directions . Because of this gradient of velocity, the acoustic ray
suffers bending just as light rays do when passing through a medium with a
varying index of refraction .

The study consisted of three phases . (1) The first considered
channel rays ; that is, rays that do not undergo sufficient bending to strike
either the surface or the bottom of the ocean . (2) Phase two include d
reflections from the top and an arbitrary bottom . (3) Phase three include d
variations in velocity with both depth and range .

Simulation and Analysis of Biochemical Systems 5

The Johnson Foundation for Medical Physics at the University o f
Pennsylvania has for many years been interested in the kinetic behavior o f
biochemical systems . In these systems the number of "chemicals", such
as enzymes, substrates, intermediate complexes, etc ., is typically large .
In the past the differential equations have been written for these system s
and solved by using an analog computer .

However, biochemical systems representing large segments o f
the metabolism of a cell are far too complex to be represented on an analog
computer of reasonable size . Also, the amount of time required to writ e
and check the program for the necessary differential equations for digita l
computer solution would be excessive .

A problem-oriented model-building (and analyzing) compilin g
system was prepared for use on a UNIVAC I . This compiling system ha s

5 a . David Garfinkel, Joseph D . Rutledge, and Joseph J . Higgins .
"Simulation and Analysis of Biochemical Systems . Part LRepresentatio n
of Chemical Kinetics ." Communications of the Association for Computin g
Machinery, December 1961, pp . 559 - 562 .

b. Richard Larson, Peter Sellers, and Ruben Meyer . "Simulation and
Analysis of Biochemical Systems . Part II . Solution of Differential Equat-
ions ." Communications of the Association for Computing Machinery ,
January 1962, pp . 63 - 65 .

c. David Garfinkel, William Polk, Joseph J . Higgins, and Robert T .
Ochser . "Simulation and Analysis of Biochemical Systems . Part III .
Analysis and Pattern Recognition ." Communications of the Associatio n
for Computing Machinery, February 1962, pp . 115 - 118 .
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been successfully used on biochemical and other biological investigations .
The input language for this program consists of chemical equations in a
slightly modified version of the ordinary language of chemistry . The final
output is in the form of graphs of the numerical solutions of the corres-
ponding differential equations or complex functions of these solutions .

In the course of repeatedly solving differential equations fo r
complex systems some tens of millions of words of numerical values ar e
generated . It is interesting to note that two editor routines were develope d
to display this large amount of information for human interpretation and t o
reduce it for convenient machine storage .

Conditioned Response Model&

Interesting work is being done at the University of Wyoming o n
"An Analog Model of Conditioned Responses ." For many years psycholo-
gists have used the conditioned response model to investigate the nature o f
learning. You will remember that the Russian psychologist and physiolo-
gist, I . P . Pavlov, originated the method of "conditioned responses " with
his famous experiment on dogs in the early 1900's .

Several mathematical models have been proposed to represent th e
conditioned response . One of these methods is based on conditional prob-
ability . This model has two major disadvantages . (1) Since it is a
statistical model, it will only be accurate if there are a large number o f
trials . (2) This model does not provide a quantitative measure of th e
magnitude of the conditioned response .

A second model sometimes used is a logical model . This als o
has two disadvantages . (1) No quantitative information about the conditione d
response is available . (2) The memory used could conceivably become
infinitely large, or it could become negative . In both cases it would no
longer be an accurate model of the actual animal's memory .

An analog model was developed . Comparison of the results ob-
tained with the analog model and the data taken from Pavlov' s origina l
work agree remarkably well .

& J . Steadman, "An Analog Model of Conditioned Responses . "
Simulation, Vol . 6, No . 6, June 1966, pp, 351 - 353 .
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Computer Model s

While discussing various examples of simulation models, I
believe it would be appropriate to mention at least a few of the simulation
programs that have been developed for use on the digital computers .

PACTOLUS 7 and MIDAS& have been developed to simulate th e
operation of an analog computer on specific digital computers . Modes t
analog type problems can thereby be run on the digital computer .

DYNAMO 9 was developed by Jay W . Forrester at M.I . T . It is a
computer program for translating mathematical models from an easy-to-
understand notation into tabulated and plotted results . The models being
studied may be of any dynamic feedback system such as arises in business ,

-economics, or engineerin g

New simulation models for digital computer use appear monthl y
in the technical literature . However, a large number of models ar e
developed by organizations for their specific use and since they are pro-
prietary they are not available to the public .

SUMMARY

Why build models? Why simulate? I hope the foregoing ma y
have, in part at least, answered these two questions . To me the answe r
is to save time and money .

There are a variety of reasons why we may need the informatio n
provided by models and simulation . I believe the compelling reason for

7 Robert D . Brennan and Harlan Sano, "PACTOLUS --- A Digita l
Analog Simulator Program for the IBM 1620 . " Fall Joint Computer Con-
ference, 1964, pp 299 - 312 .

s a . Harry E . Peterson, F . John Sansom, Robert T . Harnett, and L .
Milton Warshawsky . "MIDAS --- How it Works and How it is Worked . "
Fall Joint Computer Conference, 1964, pp 313 - 324 .

b . R . T . Harnett, F . J . Sansom, and L . M. Warshawsky . "MIDAS - -
an Analog Approach to Digital Computation ." Simulation, Septembe r
1964, pp 17 - 43 .

9 Jay W . Forrester . "Industrial Dynamics ." The M .I.T . Press and
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using models and simulation rather than alternative courses of action tha t
may be available is simply to save time and money .

To summarize this presentation on the " History and Significanc e
of Simulation Models" I have indicated that I believe that man is basically
a model builder and that this unique ability has contributed greatly to hi s
advancement .

Simulation was defined, in not too harsh terms I hope . We looked
briefly at a classification of models, certainly not an all inclusive list, but
enough to indicate the great variety of methods available to you .

The brief treatment on historical highlights was brief because the
real simulation did not start in earnest until the electronic computers be -
came available after World War II .

The illustrative examples were chosen to illustrate the potentia l
of using dynamic models and simulation in water resources planning .

I have completed this presentation and am looking forward t o
what the other speakers have to say on this very stimulating subject .
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Presented October 5, 1966 by DALE D. McFARLANE, Assistant Professor
of Business Administration, Oregon State University, Corvallis, Oregon	

/4aa4t« Simcda4#t

E ach of us tends to formulate and express his opinions on subjects in a
manner which parallels his prior experience and knowledge . The

following paper is no exception for it views the possible methods and effect s
of applying simulation techniques from the point of view of the socia l
scientist . This perspective will result in differences in emphasis on the
relative importance of simulation material . However, because of the inter -
disciplinary nature of the subject matter -- water resources planning and
development -- I believe these differences will tend to add more enlighten-
ment than additional confusion . -

	

-

One of the most promising trends in the area of social scienc e
research and planning has been the move toward greater quantification o f
research problems . While many have reservations about this shift, th e
advantages associated with describing a resource planning problem in the
form of a mathematical model are numerous . First, once formulated, th e
mathematical model constitutes a well-defined logical statement of the
problem being confronted . Second, the mathematical model makes explici t
the assumptions underlying the analysis . Various aspects of the problem
which may have been overlooked in a verbal analysis become apparent i n
the mathematical description . Third, the model highlights the informational
requirements of the problem . Finally, the mathematical model allows th e
researcher to draw upon the logical and manipulative properties of mathe-
matics in an attempt to find a solution to the problem .

Concurrent with the extended use of mathematical techniques i n
social science research and planning has been a significant series of ad-
vances in the area of computer technology . It has been estimated that ove r
the last fifteen years the cost of arithmetic computation has been reduce d
by a factor of well over 10, 000 as a result of advances in compute r
technology .
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Consequently, methods of quantitatively analyzing resource plan -
ning problems which were computationally cost prohibitive fifteen year s
ago are currently practical methods of dealing with complex problems .
The process of simulation can combine the advantages of describing prob-
lems in the form of mathematical models with the computational power o f
the computer in the analysis of complex resource planning problems.

ANALYTIC SIMULATION

In general, simulation refers to the, process of building a replic a
of a real world item or situation and experimenting with the replica i n
hopes of gaining some insight into the real world problem . The replica o f
the real world item or situation may take the form of a physically-scaled
duplication of the item (physical model) or it may take the form of a serie s
of mathematical or computer equations describing the basic features of th e
item or situation (symbolic model) . Furthermore, a simulation model can
be either operative or analytic in terms of its ultimate objective .

Astronauts typically spend days in a mock-up spacecraft prior t o
actual flight . These mock-up spacecrafts are designed to provide th e
astronaut with experience in operation of the craft . This is an example o f
an operative simulation model insofar as the mock-up is designed for th e
expressed purpose of giving the astronauts experience in the operations o f
the spacecraft prior to actual flight .

On the other hand, small replicas of spacecrafts are built and
tested for heat and stress properties . These models are analytic for the y
are built to analyze the properties of design alternatives in the spacecraf t
field . While operative simulation models are more familiar to the public ,
it is the analytic simulation techniques which appear to hold the greates t
potential for major research advances in the area of water resourc e
planning and development .

Analytic simulation techniques, as applied in the area of wate r
resource planning and development, will generally differ from other quan-
titative techniques applied to this field in the following respects . First ,
analytic simulation models are often dynamic representations -- a tim e
variable is included in the model as a relevant factor . Second, in contrast
to other quantitative techniques which seek a unique optimum solution to a
problem, the simulation model relies on experimentation to seek ou t
better, but not necessarily optimum, resource planning and developmen t
policies .
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THE PROCESS OF ANALYTIC SIMULATIO N

There are almost as many approaches to the use of simulation a s
there are simulation models . Besides the classical division of simulatio n
models into such categories as physical or symbolic, analog or digital ,
open or closed, probabilistic or deterministic, each individual application
will possess certain problem areas which will call for deviations from an y
proposed general pattern . The following outline presents a general pro-
cedure for the construction and analysis of a dynamic digital compute r
simulation model which should be applicable to a large class of problem s
arising in the area of water resources planning and development .

The resource planner must first formulate a verbal or symboli c
model which describes the workings of the various components of th e
problem and the interrelationships between these components . The mode l
should include a statement or set of equations representing the objective s
of the research with respect to the particular problem area being examined.

In most cases, the verbal or symbolic model will then be trans-
lated into the language of a computer program . The computer languag e
model will be formulated in a manner which allows the computer to pro-
gress step by step through short time intervals recording at each interva l
the state of the model . Once the translation to a computer language mode l
is complete, the resource planner will examine the effects of propose d
changes in resource planning and development policy by making th e
appropriate changes in the model, moving the model through time, an d
examining the effects of these changes on the operation of the model .

ANALYTIC SIMULATIO N
IN WATER RESOURCES PLANNING AND DEVELOPMEN T

Taken as a whole, the problems associated with water resource s
planning and development are extremely complex . However, it is the very
complexity of these problems which makes the use of simulation technique s
advantageous . A general schematic diagram of the problem areas and the
decisions facing the water resource planner are displayed in Figure I . The
total amount of the resource available to potential users is determined b y
factors which are generally not under the control of the water resourc e
planner : precipitation, temperature, etc . However, the extent to which
the resource is stored is under control of the resource planner throug h
preservation of water sheds, construction of reservoirs, and the amount
of the resource which is released through controlled outflow reservoirs .
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FIGURE I

Schematic Diagram of Decisions Required of the
Water Resource Planne r
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The diagram recognizes two classes of decisions required of th e
water resource planner . First and obviously the most complex, the re -
source planner must determine the type, location, and capacity of wate r
storage facilities . Second, given the existing facilities, the resourc e
planner must decide on the controlled rate of outflow of the resource fro m
the reservoirs .

The criteria established for selecting among alternative course s
of action available to the resource planner should include consideration o f
both the total cost of the proposed action and the worth of the propose d
action with respect to benefits derived by users of the resource . The
decision problem is further complicated by the fact that users' demand s
are often in direct conflict . For example, maintaining an adequate reser-
voir level to facilitate recreational activities may result in a flow down -
stream which is insufficient for the prevention of water pollution .

Thus, while each potential use Of the resource begets significan t
problems of its own, the interrelationship between users' demands suggest s
the usefulness of viewing the water resources planning and developmen t
area as an integrated system. It would not be unrealistic .to envision a
grandiose computer simulation model encompassing all the areas of interest
in water resources planning and development for the entire state or eve n
the entire nation .

While the total-integrated water resources planning and develop-
ment model is an interesting topic, the material is too complex to use a s
an introductory example of simulation models . A specific example of how
simulation techniques might be used in the analysis of a flood contro l
situation is presented below . While the example is highly simplified, i t
hopefully presents the basic features and highlights some of the problem s
encountered in applying simulation techniques .

The application of two decision rules for controlling the outflo w
from a reservoir will be' examined . The problem is diagrammed in
Figure II . The inflow into the reservoir, while not controlled, is predic-
table one month in advance . However, the outflow from the reservoir i s
under the direct control of the dam keeper within the limitations impose d
by the minimum and maximum capacity restrictions of the reservoir .
The objective of the example will be to search out a decision rule which
will control the outflow of the reservoir in such a manner as to minimiz e
downstream flood damage .

Once the problem area has been specified, the first task i n
simulation is to specify the relationships and interrelationships betwee n
the various components of the problem . Ignoring for the moment th e
minimum and maximum capacity restrictions of the reservoir, the level
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FIGURE I I

Diagram of Factors Affecting the Flood Control Decision Rul e
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of the reservoir at any given point in time (t) can .be calculated from th e
level of the reservoir at some previous time (t - 1), the total inflow be-
tween the two time periods, the total outflow between the time periods ,
and the relationship between the possible changes in the volume of wate r
stored and the corresponding change in the level of the reservoir . In
order to simplify the example, a .unit equivalence relationship will b e
assumed between changes in the volum e . of water in the reservoir and the
level of the reservoir . Then the above relationship can be written sym-
bolically as

(1) Level t = Level t-1 + Inflow - Outflow
P

	

P

where the subscript p represents the time period between t-l and t . If
inflow and outflow are stated in terms : . of rates rather than amounts, a n
additional conversion would be required :

	

Inflow = Rate of Inflow

	

Number of units
p

	

er unit of time

	

of time elapsed

Flooding will occur downstream whenever the outflow from th e
reservoir exceeds the volume that can be handled by the maximum level o f
the defined channel . The maximum outflow at which no flooding will occur
will be defined as the flood stage outflow (FS Outflow) . If the volume o f
outflow from the reservoir exceeds the flood stage outflow, flood damag e
will result downstream.

An obvious, but not necessarily optimal, decision rule for the .
dam keeper would be the following . During each time period, release th e
maximum amount of water possible below the flood stage outflow . Operating
under this decision rule, flooding will occur only when the amount of wate r
in the reservoir at the beginning of the period, plus the inflow, less th e
flood stage outflow, exceeds the maximum capacity of the reservoir . In
addition, the decision rule will tend to keep the level of the reservoir at a
low point and therefore capable of absorbing sharp increases in the inflo w
without resulting flood damage .

Letting Max Level denote the maximum capacity level of th e
reservoir and Min Level the minimum level, the above decision rule ca n
then be written symbolically :

(2)

	

If Levelt-1 + Inflow - FS Outflow i s
P

(a) less than Min Level

Outflow P = Level t-1 + Inflow P - Min Leve l

(b) greater than or equal to Min Level but less than or equal t o
Max Level

Outflow = FS Outflo w
P
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(c) greater than Max Leve l

Outflowp = Level t-1 + Inflow P - Max Leve l

No concrete criteria for evaluating the desirability of decision
rules have been offered . Establishing an acceptable set of criteria for
examining resource use policies is undoubtedly one of the most difficul t
tasks facing the resource planner ; its importance cannot be over-empha-
sized . However, to avoid complexities which will be discussed in late r
papers, decision rules for this example will be evaluated in terms o f
estimated dollars of resulting flood damage . Furthermore, it will be
assumed that the function

(3) Damage - $0 if Outflow° < FS Outflow
(Outflowp - FS Outflow) 2 if Outflowp > FS Outflow

represents the relationship between channel level and the dollar amount o f
resulting flood damage .

At this point all of the necessary relationships and interrelation-
ships between the component parts of the problem have been specified b y
Equations 1 - 3 . Given the values for the parameters FS Outflow, Mi n
Level, Max Level, and actual inflow information over a period of time, th e
operation of the reservoir, under the above decision rule, can be simu-
lated . For the example, the following parameters are used .

Min Level a 60, 000 acre fee t
Max Level= 120,000 acre fee t
FS Outflow = 40, 000 acre feet/month

Table 1 depicts the results of moving the simulation model throug h
three consecutive years of operation by months and recording at the end o f
each month the state of the model under the operation of the previously
defined Decision Rule 1 . For each month the following values were observed :
the actual inflow for the month, the amount of water released according t o
the decision rule, the amount of flood damage resulting from the given out -
flow, and the level of the reservoir at the end of the month .
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TABLE I

Results• of Flood Control Simulatio n
Decision Rule 1

(Data in Thousands)

Month A.ctittal Level t Outflowp Flood Damage

Dec

Iriflowp
(acre ft. )

-~-

End of Month
(acre ft . )

100 .0 :--- -

(acre ft.) ($)

	

p

---- -
Jan 59 .4 119 .4 40 .0 ---- -
Feb 36 .0 115 .4 40 .0 .,«-- -
Mar 59 .8 120 .0 55 .2* 231 . 0
Apr 33 .5 113 .5 40 .0 ~ .--. -
May 10 .5 84 .0 40 . 0
June 15 .8 60 .0 39 . 8
July 4 .9 60 .0 4.9 ____ _
Aug 7 .9' 60 .0 7 .9 ---- -
Sept 29 .4 60 .0 29 .4 ---- -
Oct 56 .9 76 .9 40 .0 ---- -
Nov 52 .4 89 .3 40.0-.»-- -
Dec 78 .4 120 .0 47 .7* 59 . 3
Jan 65 .4 120 .0 65 .4* 645 . 2
Feb 52 .0 120 .0 52 .0* 144 . 0
Mar 5? .8 120 .0 53 .8* 190 . 4
Apr 11 .5 91 .5 40 . 0
May 18 .5 70 .0 40 . 0
June 6 .8 60 .0 16 . 8
July 5 . 9 6 0 .0 5 . 9
Aug 41 .9 61 .9 40 . 0
Sept 6 .4 60 .0 8 . 3
Oct 37 .9 60 .0 37 . 9
Nov 56 .4 76 .4 40 . 0
Dec 77 .

	

.. 2 113 .6 40 .0 ,- .- -
Jan 72 .4 120 .0 66 .0* 676 . 0
Feb 48 .0 120 .0 48 .0* 64 . 0
Mar 57 .8 120 .0 57 .8* 316 . 8
Apr 30 .5 110 .5 40 .0 ;~r,• :;
May
June

27 . 5
19 .8

98 . 0
77 .8

40 . 0
40 . 0

July 16 .9 60 .0 34 .7 ---- -
A.ug 3 .9 60 .0 3 .9 ---- -
Sept 24 .4 60 .0 24 . 4
Oct 49 .9 69 .9 40 .0 ____ _
Nov 63 .4 93 .3 40 .0 ---- -
Dec 76 .2 120,0 49 .5* 90 . 3

2,417 .0
Total Damage = $2,417,00 0
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One of the major advantages of a simulation model is that it allow s
the researcher to experiment and then observe the effects of changes i n
resource policy . The previously described decision rule possesses at
least one major flaw -- its extremely short time perspective . The rule
concentrates on the prevention of flood damage, if possible, during th e

' current month. It would appear beneficial to examine a decision rul e
which looks several periods in advance and allows minor flood damage t o
occur during the current month in order to prevent catastrophic losses a t
a later period . A decision rule which works toward this end is describe d
below .

Decision Rule Number 2 :

	

Let Outflowp be determined in the followin g
manner . Calculate

(4) Avg Outflowp = (Levelt_ 1 + Inflowp + Predicted inflow next 5 months -
Max Level) / 6

(5)

	

If

(a) Avg Outflowp < FS Outflow, let Outflowp = FS Outflo w

but if

(b) Avg Outflowp > FS Outflow, let Outflowp = Avg Outflow p

where the predicted inflow values are obtained from a record of historica l
average inflow data classified by months .

Note how Decision Rule 2 operates . If the total expected inflow
during the next six months is capable of being released without foreseeabl e
flood damage, condition (a) exists and Decision Rule 2 is equivalent to
Decision Rule 1 . However, if the total expected inflow during the comin g
six months exceeds the total amount which can be released for the comin g
six months under FS Outflow, condition (b) exists . Under condition (b) th e
dam keeper is instructed to release an amount Avg Outflow . While floo d
damage will result under (b), Avg Outflow is 'the minimum amount whic h
can be released and still clear the expected inflow during the coming si x
month period .

Once again we must consider the effects of the minimum and
maximum level restrictions of the reservoir . This can be accomplishe d
as follows :

(6)

	

If Levelt_ 1 + Inflowp - Outflowp i s

(a) less than Min Level, then redefine Outflowp a s

Outflowp = Levelt_ 1 + Inflowp - Min Level
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(b) greater than Max Level, then redefine Outflowp a s
Outflowp = Levelt_ 1 + Inflowp - Max Leve l

Using the three consecutive years of actual inflow information ,
historical average inflow information by month, and Equations 1 . - 6, the
operations of the reservoir under Decision Rule 2 can be simulated . The
results of this simulation are shown in Table II .

Extreme care must be exercised in interpreting the results of an
analytic simulation . Table II shows a substantial decrease (over 10 pe r
cent) in the amount of flood damage which would have occurred if Decisio n
Rule 2 had been in operation rather than Decision Rule 1 . However, thi s
does not imply that : Decision Rule 2 is optimal or even necessarily pre-
ferred to Decision Rule 1 . Decision Rule 2 is not necessarily optimal
because there exists a plurality of yet untried decision rules . Mor e
important, Decision Rule 2 is not necessarily preferred to Decision Rul e
1 because the results of the simulation are dependent upon the structure o f
the model and the input information used in the simulation .

The validity of any simulation depends on both the extent to which
the model adequately depicts the real world problem and the extent t o
which the input data are representative of future activities to be encountered .
The results of a simulation model are completely dependent upon these tw o
factors . A constant awareness of this fact and numerous revisions of th e
model are often required in . order to obtain the desired degree of validity .
in the simulation results .

e

ADVANTAGES OF ANALYTIC SIMULATIO N

One major advantage to the use of simulation techniques is tha t
it allows the researcher to evaluate the effects of proposed changes o r
alternative policies in a complex resource system devoid of the troubl e
and expense of changing the system itself . A simulation model can assis t
in minimizing the risk associated with proposed changes in resourc e
planning policy by allowing the resource planner to experiment with th e
simulation model and observe the probable effects of the change in polic y
without changing the real world situation . .1n essence, by using simulatio n
the researcher can transform a complex resource planning problem into a
form which allows the analysis of the problem-to proceed in a manner which
closely parallels the laboratory experiments of the physical scientist .

A second notable advantage of using simulation is that it force s
the researcher to be certain that he understands the existing system an d .
the interrelationships between the various components within the overall
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TABLE I I

Results of Flood Control Simulatio n
Decision Rule 2

(Data in Thousands )

Historical
Average
Inflow
(acre ft .)

Month Actual
Inflow p
(acre ft.)

Level t
End of
Month
(acre ft .)

Expected
Average
Outflowp
(acre ft.)

Outflowp

(acre ft.)

Flood
Damag e

($ )

Dec 100 .0 ---- -
63 .4 Jan 59 .4 119 .4 33 .0 40 .0 ---- -
49 .0 Feb 36 .0 115 .4 24 .8 40 .0 ---- -
47 .8 Mar 59 .8 120 .0 21 .3 55 .2* 231 . 0
24 .5 Apr 33 .5 113 .5 16 .5 40 .0 ---- -
20 .5 May 10 .5 84 .0 14 .6 40 .0 ---- -
16 .8 June 15 .8 60 .0 17 .9 39 .8 ---- -

3 .9 July 4 .9 60 .0 23 .8 4 .9 ---- -
6 .9 Aug 7 .9 60 .0 33 .7 7 .9 ---- -

17 .4 Sept 29 .4 60 .0 42 .6 29 .4 ---- -
38 .9 Oct 56 .9 68 .3 48 .6 48 .6* 74 . 0
60 .4 Nov 52 .4 77 .4 43 .3 43 .3* 10 . 9
74 .2 Dec 78 .4 115 .6 40 .2 40 .2* 0 . 0

Jan 65 .4 120 .0 36 .6 61 .0* 441 . 0
Feb 52 .0 120 .0 27 .6 52 .0* 144 . 0
Mar 53 .8 120 .0 21 .1 53 .8* 190 . 4
Apr 11 .5 91 .5 12 .8 40 .0 ---- -
May 18 .5 70 .0 12 .3 40 .0 ____ _
June 6 .8 60 .0 14 .0 16 .8 ---- -
July 5 .9 60 .0 24 .0 5 .9 ---- -
Aug 41 .9 61 .9 39 .4 40 .0 ____ _
Sept 6 .4 60 .0 39 .0 8 .3 ---- -
Oct 37 .9 60 .0 45 .4 37 .9 ---- -
Nov 56 .4 73 .8 42 .6 42 .6* 6 . 8
Dec 77 .2 111 .0 39 .4 40 .0 ---- -
Jan 72 .4 120 .0 37 .0 63 .4* 547 . 6
Feb 48 .0 120 .0 26 .9 48 .0* 64 . 0
Mar 57 .8 120 .0 21 .7 57 .8* 316 . 8
Apr 30 .5 110 .5 16 .0 40 .0 ---- -
May 27 .5 98 .0 17 .0 40 .0 ---- -
June 19 .8 77 .8 20 .9 40 .0 ---- -
July 16 .9 60 .0 28 .8 34 .7 ---- -
Aug 3 .9 60 .0 33 .0 3 .9 ---- -
Sept 24 .4 60 .0 41 .7 24 .4 ---- -
Oct 49 .9 62 .5 47 .4 47 .4* 54 . 8
Nov 63 .4 81 .8 44 .1 44 .1* 16 . 8
Dec 76 .2 119 .5 40 .5 40 .5* 0 . 2

2,098 . 3
Total Damage = $2, 098, 300

Savings = $318, 700 (greater than 10% reductio n
in flood damage )
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system . A change in one component of the system can set off a chain o f
reactions within the system whose overall effects are extremely difficul t
to either describe or interpret without the use of a simulation model .

Lastly, simulation can provide a common integrative core that
unites rather diverse areas of knowledge and special interests into a
working entity . Simulation models have the potential of providing an over -
all view of the water resources area which calls on the knowledge o f
specialists in many fields and at the same time evaluates policies on a
basis which gives weight in accordance with the relative importance o f
each area .
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Presented October 12, 1966 by LOUIS N. STONE, Head of Department of
Electrical and Electronic Engineering, Oregon State University, Corvallis ,
Oregon.

am not going to try and tell you that you can use one computer for thi s
and another computer for that type of simulation . I know as well a s

you do that you will use the type of computer that is available . This i s
particularly true for the "occasional" simulator .

The "occasional" simulator and the person new at simulation will
probably do 'their work on a digital computer -- this is true for essen-
tially all except the engineers . Since at least small analog computers ar e
available in essentially all schools of engineering, the engineering student
will undoubtedly do some dynamic simulation on the analog computer .
Quite frequently he will also use the digital computer for simulatin g
dynamic systems if they have available a simulation such as PACTOLUS .

Before we go very far I believe it would be time well spent if w e
looked at . some of the various types of computers . If we examine thes e
computers from the point of view of how the computing is actually done w e
will have a much better understanding of what types of models should b e
provided for each type of computer .

I am not as concerned with the present state-of-the-art o f
simulation in water resource studies as I am with what it must become i n
the next very few years . The impact of the realization that a limit exist s
in our water resources will strike like a sledgehammer blow . I believe
that simulation will make the same contribution to this area as it did in our
developxrment of launch vehicles which was triggered by the sledgehamme r
blow of Sputnik a few years ago .



THE DIGITAL COMPUTER

Since nearly all of you have used digital computers, and quite a
few of you have undoubtedly used them much more than I have, let m e
assure you now that I am not going to examine the detailed working struct-
ure of these devices . What we must do is arrive at a reasonable under -
standing of the mode of operation . We can use this understanding of th e
mode of operation when comparing computers of various types .

The digital computer, the general purpose digital computer, a s
some may wish to call it, is an "integral number", or "whole number "
computer . It operates on whole numbers and does this essentially one a t
a time .

As an example, if we wish to add two numbers on a general pur-
pose digital computer we obviously must have the numbers available in th e
computer memory and we must also have the commands available i n
memory in the language used by the computer . We may have used a pseudo
language to begin with, but a compiling or generating routine must conver t
this to machine language . Now, to add two numbers, say "A" and "B", we
must first have the computer take the number "A" (the complete number )
from its memory and place it in the accumulator of the arithmetic unit .
We must next have the computer take the number "B" (the complete number )
from its memory and add it to the number in the accumulator of the arith-
metic unit . The computer now has the sum of the two "whole numbers "
"A" and "B" in its accumulator . We can have the computer do one o f
several things with this sum. The number can be retained in the arith-
metic unit for further computations, it can be returned to a specifie d
location in memory that we have designated, or the computer can send thi s
number to the output device that we have specified, where it can be printe d
or displayed for our benefit . Of course, the operations of obtaining th e
numbers from memory and adding them takes place in a few millionths o f
a second in the modern digital computer .

If we also want to add two other numbers "C " and "D", we do thi s
next with the same arithmetic unit . The control unit follows the instruct -
ions supplied by us . It takes the number (whole number) "C" from the
specified location in memory and places it in the accumulator . It next
takes the number (whole number) "D" from its specified location and add s
it to the number in the arithmetic unit . Assume that we have instructe d
the computer to place this sum in a specified location in memory . Thi s
process can be continued as long as the program specifies this particula r
operation .

If we now wish to multiply two numbers "Q" and "R", the program
has specified that the number "Q" (whole number) is taken from memor y
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and placed in an appropriate location in the same arithmetic unit . The
program also specifies that the number " R" is to betaken from memory' ,
and placed in the appropriate register in the arithmetic unit . The actual
multiplication can be visualized as accumulating "Q " "R" number of timed.
Of course this is carried out by shift-add sequences. The resulting pro -
duct can be rounded to the desired length and placed in a specified locatio n
in memory .

Our program specifies the sequence of operations which th e
computer performs . The modern digital computer performs the arith-
metic operation of adding two numbers essentially in parallel for all bi t
positions . Nevertheless the commands (operations) are performe d
sequentially .

The digital computer's ability to work with "complete " number s
gives it a great advantage with nearly all of the various models currentl y
used in water resource studies . It can handle the statistical models an d
all of the many value computations required of a water . basin study .

THE ANALOG COMPUTER

The heart of the analog computer is the operational amplifier .
It is a "high-gain" amplifier . This gain depends upon the design and ma y
be anywhere from a few hundred thousand to several million . The output
voltage is opposite in polarity to the input voltage . The reversed polarity
and the very high gain provide the essential features of the operationa l
amplifier of the analog computer . Of course the output voltage is restricted
in magnitude swing between the positive and negative limits . ' Some ampli-
fiers are designed for a positive and negative limit of 100 volts, other s
have been designed with a 10 volt limit .

If we connect a one megohm (one million ohm) resistor from th e
output terminal of the amplifier to the input terminal (the other termina l
of each pair being grounded) and connect another one megohm resisto r
from a function generator or an oscillator to the input of the . amplifie r
(again the other terminal of the oscillator is connected to ground) we ca n
observe the output voltage of the function generator at the output of th e
operational amplifier .

Let's assume that the function generator has a sinusoidal outpu t
of plus and minus 100 volts . This will also be the output of our operationa l
amplifier . But what is the input voltage at the input of the amplifier? I f
we divide the output voltage by the gain of the amplifier we will have the
resulting voltage on the input terminals that is necessary to provide thi s
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output . If the gain of our amplifier is one million, the input voltage i s
100 divided by 1,000,000 or one ten thousandth of a volt . This is such a
small voltage that for all practical purposes we can consider the input of
our amplifier at virtual ground . This is a very convenient result as it
makes it possible to simplify the calculation of our input and feedback
networks .

If we add another one million ohm resistor to the input of the
amplifier and connect the other end of this resistor to another functio n
generator (one terminal of which is connected to ground), the output of ou r
amplifier will now be the sum of the voltages of the two function generators .
The two input (one million ohm resistors) pxovide us with a summin g
network .

Now let us go back to our original circuit and change the feedbac k
resistor to a capacitor . A little mathematics will show that we now hav e
an integrator which is the heart of the electronic analog computer . If ou r
input (the output of the function generator) is a sine wave, the output of ou r
amplifier will now be a negative cosine wave .

The integrator is the basic computing element of the electroni c
analog computer . For instance if we have a differential equation, w e
solve this equation for the highest order derivative . Successive integration
yields the variable . Thus a third order differential equation would requir e
three integrations . A typical system would contain numerous differentia l
equations of various orders . Each would be solved by integration.

This type of solution therefore, contains numerous computin g
elements which operate simultaneously in a continuous fashion as com-
pared to the digital computer with one computing element which woul d
operate successively on the various parts of the model .

To the previously described elements of the analog computer w e
can add electronic multipliers, limiters, function generators, iterativ e
and repetitive operation units, etc . We now have a modern analog com-
puter with considerable computing power for certain types of models .

The analog computer has clearly shown its superiority in
simulating large dynamic systems such as aircraft and missile flight .
These areas would not have progressed to their present state of succes s
without the assistance provided by dynamic simulation on the large analo g
computers . These simulations are carried out in real time or in fas t
time . Certainly for many of the hydraulic aspects of a water basin
simulation the analog computer provides certain capabilities that woul d
permit the degree of definition desired for certain aspects of the tota l
system .
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THE DIGITAL DIFFERENTIAL ANALYZE R

The digital differential analyzer is an incremental digital computer .
It is used on dynamic type problems . It has an arithmetic unit (or many
such units) that computes by adding or subtracting a small amount fro m
the previous value of the variable each increment of time . Remember ,
the conventional digital computer calculated the value of the function eac h
increment of time . The digital differential analyzer merely adds or sub -
tracts the incremental difference each time . This is a simple computation
and therefore can be done very rapidly when compared to the time require d
to evaluate a function each time it is needed .

The digital differential analyzer is therefore limited to dynami c
models or problems . However, it is very good at this type of work be -
cause the registers can be designed to have a great many digits and there -
by retain a great deal of precision .

THE HYBRID COMPUTE R

The hybrid computer is a union of the analog computer and th e
digital computer . This obviously involves interface equipment stLch a s
analog-to-digital converters and digital-to-analog converters . A mor e
important consideration is that both the analog computer and the digita l
computer should be designed with this combination in mind . And eve n
more important is the over-all system concept of hybridization which in-
cludes the software that must be effective for successful hybrid simulation .

Fundamentally, you divide your simulation model and place that
part of it which is best suited to analog simulation on the analog part o f
the computer, and that part which is best suited to digital simulation o n
the digital part of the computer . Obviously that statement is over -
simplified, but anyway, that is basically what you do .

I believe that you can visualize the necessity of computing con-
tinuous functions on the analog computer and discrete functions on th e
digital computer in order to obtain the most efficient operation of you r
model . The software for the digital part of the hybrid computer mus t
have available many housekeeping routines to enable you to set up speedil y
your models for running . And here, as well as with the classical digita l
and the classical analog computers, there is no substitute for experienc e
on the hybrid computer when it comes to structuring the model you pro -
pose to use .
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As a very simple illustration, let's assume that you need to hav e
the function "sin x" available essentially continuously as "x" varies in your
model . The computation of "sin x" on the digital computer will probably
involve the evaluation of several terms of a series . This requires several
multiplications, divisions, additions, and subtractions for each value o f
"sin x" . If we put this "sin x" on the analog part of the hybrid compute r
we can have the function available at no cost of digital computing time .

An added feature of the capabilities of the hybrid computer is it s
ability to reduce analog data, calibrate it, and convert it to digital form .
This is especially significant when you must construct a model of some
physical systems .

EXAMPLE OF DIGITAL COMPUTER SPEE D

It is usually difficult to realize the true significance of the spee d
of computation of a modern electronic digital computer . I believe an
example may help .

Let us assume that we had a problem that involved a lot of arith-
metic computations of addition and subtraction and some multiplication s
and divisions . Let us further assume that someone had started working o n
this problem at about the -time of the birth of Christ . (We will also have t o
assume that there were suitable pencils and paper available) . Someone
was working on this problem eight hours every day right up to today ,
October 12, 1966 . We will also assume that they averaged one computatio n
every minute . Of course, the multiplications and divisions will tak e
longer than the additions and subtractions, but the , average is one pe r
minute . Another assumption we will make is that no one makes a mistake
---and this is the weakest link in our chain of assumptions .

Now for comparison let us assume that we started this . problem
on a modern high speed electronic digital computer one half hour ago .
Let's assume that this computer averages 5 microseconds per computation .

You have probably already guessed the outcome -- we would have
made the same number of computations by both methods . Two thousand
years by hand, or thirty minutes by digital computer to make 350 millio n
computations . This gives us some feel for the capability of someone who
wants to do simulation today as compared to the utter frustration tha t
would have confronted our forefathers not too many years ago .

Another revealing factor is cost . Assume that the average cos t
for labor and overhead for hand computation was fifty cents an hour fo r
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the past 2,000 years . Certainly present costs are at least an order of
magnitude higher than this . Earlier costs were less, but probably not to o
much less because we eventually get back to a time when only scholar s
would be able to do this mathematical work . Now if you have done you r
mental arithmetic, and have not misplaced a decimal point, you will com e
up with a cost of approximately three million dollars . Now this is entirel y
too much money because I can get it done much cheaper on the digita l
computer . With a computation time of one half an hour plus some inpu t
and output time, my bill on the digital computer will be around fou r
hundred or five hundred dollars .

With the digital computer we can conceive of problems of simu-
lation that we wouldn't dare dream about if we had to do them by hand, o r
for that matter on a desk calculator . So let's put our thinking into the
last half of the twentieth century .

EXAMPLE OF SIMULATIO N

In order to successfully show how the analog computer can b e
used in simulation we must select an illustration that will be favorable to
the analog computer . I believe this is fair because we have already see n
illustrations that are quite favorable to the digital computer . It certainly
will be easy to show areas where the analog computer is not suitable .

We can best illustrate the comparison of dynamic simulation o n
digital computer with dynamic simulation on an analog computer by th e
following growth example . The electronic digital computer is one of ou r
latest high-speed machines with, say, an average time for an arithmeti c
cycle of 5 microseconds and its memory is as large as it need be . The
electronic analog computer is one of the modern iterative solid-state
machines that can be expanded as our requirements increase .

For the first part of our illustration let us assume that we ar e
interested in a detailed simulation of a small stream that has severa l
hydroelectric plants plus some other uses of water . The North Fork of
the Santiam River could serve as a typical stream . This will dictate
about hourly steps as our time interval . We will assume that we ar e
interested in a ten year period of time in the future . Our simulation
model is simple and has only 30 parts or elements (see table below) . W e
will estimate ten arithmetic computations for each part . This will requir e
about 0 .33 hour of running time on the digital computer . At $300 per hou r
for this very good machine, we have a cost of $100 not counting input o r
output time . We could run this same dynamic simulation on the analo g
computer in 15 minutes at a cost of say $30 per hour for a small computer ,
which gives a cost per run of $7 . 50 .
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DIGITAL

	

ANALOG

ELEMENTS TIME $/HR $ COST TIME $/HR $ COS T

	

30

	

0 .33

	

300

	

100

	

15 min

	

30

	

7 .5 0

	

300

	

3 .3

	

400

	

1, 320

	

15 min

	

120

	

30 .0 0

	

3,000

	

33 .

	

500

	

16, 500

	

15 min

	

500

	

125 .0 0

For the second part of our illustration, let us assume that we ar e
going to expand our model one order of magnitude . The Willamette Basin
could be a typical illustration, although it is probably a little deficient i n
hydroelectric capacity . We now increase the number of parts in our mode l
to 300 . The digital computer time increases to 3 .3 hours and the cost pe r
hour to about $400, which gives a cost of $1, 320 per run on the digital com-
puter . We can run this same dynamic simulation on the analog computer i n
15 minutes at a cost of say $120 per hour which gives a cost per run of $30 .

For the third part of our illustration, let us assume that we ar e
going to again expand our model by one order of magnitude . The Columbia
Basin could be a typical illustration . We now increase the number of part s
of our model to 3, 000 . The digital computer time increases to 33 hours an d
the cost per hour to about $500, which gives a cost of $16, 500 per run on th e
digital computer . We can run the same dynamic simulation on the analo g
computer in 15 minutes at a cost of say $500 per hour which gives a cos t
per run of $125 .

If you will admit that the cost of this last simulation is excessiv e
on the digital computer,I will admit that the 3,000 unit analog computer i s
impractical and we will both go and investigate the hybrid computer .
However, in the meantime, we must continue our simulation so we will
make some simplifications in our model and continue our work .

PROSPECTS FOR DYNAMIC SIMULATIO N

What are the prospects for dynamic simulation? My answe r
would be that they are far more modest than they should be . Why thi s
modest outlook? The answer is the mathematics involved . Differential
equations is the minimum mathematical level for dynamic simulation .

How many students leave the university with even a modest capa-
bility for working with digital models and with dynamic models? A fe w
telephone calls around the campus lead me to believe that about fifty pe r
cent of the graduating students will have at least had some form of digita l
computer programming experience . The same telephone calls reveale d
that probably from five to seven percent will have had at least som e
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differential equations and probably only two or three per cent will have ha d
any experience on an analog computer .

How many of the graduating seniors will have had meaningfu l
experience with digital simulation and with dynamic simulation? Probabl y
no more than two per cent in each area of simulation .

Fortunately, graduation from the university is not the terminatio n
of their education . Many will go on to graduate school and essentially all o f
the professional people will continue their education in one way or another .

Our forefathers did not keep accounts until they had learned arith-
metic . Similarly you will not do any dynamic simulation until you have a
reasonable familiarity with differential equations . You will then need t o
study your area of specialization from the dynamic point of view . This i s
not easy, but I can assure you that you will find nothing more challenging .

SIMULATION CAPABILITY IN THE UNITED STATE S

We have talked about the various types of computers and how they
can be used for simulation . Now we should take a look at the number s
involved in simulation .

The conventional digital computers are the best known to everyone .
There are about 37,000 installed and in use throughout the world, of whic h
well over 30,000 are in the United States . These range from small account-
ing machine types to the large scientific computers such as LARC, STRETCH ,
and the CDC 6600 . Many are quite slow and some are very fast . I would
doubt that if more than one per cent of these are used for simulation for a
majority of their working time . Remember, the small (but important) simu-
lations can be done very quickly . Even though the percentage of the tota l
computing is quite small, the total amount of simulation on the digital com-
puters is certainly very respectable .

The census on analog computers is not accurately kept, so we wil l
have to be satisfied with a reasonable estimate . There are probably about
one thousand small analog computers . I will consider from ten to thirt y
operational amplifiers to be a small analog computer . There are probably
one hundred or so medium sized analog computers . I will consider from 3 0
to one hundred operational amplifiers to define the range of the mediu m
sized analog computers . There must be two or three dozen large analo g
computer installations . These would have from one hundred to perhap s
five hundred operational amplifiers .

The small analog computers are mostly located in educationa l
institutions and used for instruction in simulation . Ten or twenty ampli -
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fiers can provide a meaningful challenge to the beginning simulator .
Essentially all of the analog computers are used in simulation and dynami c
simulation at that . Even though the number of analog computers is ver y
much smaller than the number of digital computers, the fact that all of them
are used in dynamic simulation indicates that a respectable amount o f
simulation is carried out on these machines .

The digital differential analyzer (DDA) presents a different picture .
A few have been available on the commercial market, but the fact that ver y
few people really understood them well enough to use them properly ha s
drastically restricted their success . However, the special purpose DDA
finds its use in solving certain navigational problems . Because of this us e
I have heard estimates which indicate that more of these have been manu-
factured than conventional digital computers . The numbers actually involved
are classified . However, if you want to learn about the DDA and our use o f
it, I can recommend the English translation of a Russian book on this sub-
ject . At the present, and in the immediate future, I can not see that th e
DDA is a contender for the simulation market . However, I do not see why
this feature cannot be incorporated in a hybrid computer .

Now what about the hybrid (the analog-digital hybrid) ? There ar e
a few installations as this is a recent innovation . Several companies now
have these for sale and several organizations have interfaced their analo g
and digital computers with appropriate converters, and several more ar e
in the process of doing this . The size of the hybrids range from medium
to very large . Several very large proposed installations have been announ-
ced recently . At the present time the hybrids are doing a small part o f
the total simulation in this country . But the future expansion in this area
is certain as this appears to be our only hope for taking care of simulation
as it grows and becomes more sophisticated .

SIMULATION CAPABILITY AT OREGON STATE UNIVERSIT Y

The simulation capability at Oregon State University is somewha t
ahead of the present use . All indications are that the use is growing at a
very rapid rate . So it will be interesting to watch this area to see whe n
the demand catches up with the capability .

Two digital computers are available ; the IBM 1620 and the CD C
3300 . The IBM 1620 has been and is presently being used for simulation .
Some dynamic simulation routines have been adapted for use and have bee n
used many times . The CDC 3300 is picking up some of the simulation loa d
and in the near future will be carrying its share . When it is placed in the
multiple console mode, I am certain that the use for simulating smal l
digital models will increase .
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At the present time, analog facilities eceod4ng 100 arrviifiemst
are in use on campus . These consist of two PACE computers if 48 a pli-
fiers each and one Comcor with an ultimate capacity of 75 amplifiers, plus
multipliers, function generators, etc . These are presently used stela-six
hours a day by beginning students Ian dynamic simulation problems . 'Thes e
are compatible and can be interconnected to simulate a relatively larg e
model .

The hybrid computer, EAI 680/690, is scheduled for delivery in
two parts . The analog part is . supposed to be shipped in about two weeic s
from the east coast.. The digital part is scheduled for delivery newt May .
A little time lag in placing the official order caused this delay in sTipzitent .
_Evidently the manufacturer- has more orders on hand than he expected . O y
next year at this time the hybrid computer- will be engaged in serie+V s
simulation .

I can best sur nari .e s1rnulation at Oregon State UMwe.kskty by
stating that we do not have to take cur hats off ta any other school *hail ystt
view the entire picture . Our combined digital, analog, aad hybrid c0 Wt f-
ing cap-city is very ro_spectable . The capability of peoplQ .tO d€ sli mulatts :n,.
and the various areas they represent, presents a. very healthy pi to e .r .

You might ask : How long have we had these facilities for Simu-
lation? It has all happened in about a two year period which will be corn-
pleted next May when we receive the balance of the hybrid computer .
Obviously a, lot of work has Teen done before this -- a let cal pl nang and
a good deal of good luck went into acquiring the facilities, $evtral gPst4p a
on campus, especially the Statistics Department atid the: Agricultural
Economics Department have made good use of the IBM 7090 at the Western
Data Prfl•cess .n.g Center at UCLA for simulation during the pat f years .

$UMMARY

We have examined the computing features of the various types of
computers . This has given us an insight into how we must structure simu-
lation models to take advantage of the special capabilities Of each . We
have looked at the dynamic growth of'si :mulaton and hive some idea of
what lies ahead . And finally, we ex•arnined the .position-of Oregort '6tate
University in the field of simulation and find that We are not only In a goo d
position, but we are in a healthy state of growth .

I thank you for your kind attention . You have been 'sti►atin.g,
not a simulated audience .
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Presented October 19, 1966 by ROBERT T . JASKE, Research Associate ,
Environmental Health and Engineering Department, Battelle Memoria l
Institute, Richland, Washington . )

Ectaietaim o~ edeameea, Ream

eodf'K3 Ar°Rna x

T he study of energy budgets has its origin . in efforts to account fo r
evaporation . In the landmark publication summarizing the Lake Hefner

studies, (Ref . 1), Anderson states, "Since 1915 when Schmidt first attemp-
ted to utilize the (thermal) energy budget to obtain estimates of the annua l
evaporation from the oceans, applications of the energy budget have bee n
restricted because of the difficulty of evaluating certain terms, such a s
reflected solar radiation, atmospheric radiation, reflected atmASpperi c
radiation, longwave radiation from the body of water as sensible heat, and
the change of energy storage in , the body of water .

"In addition, difficulty has been experienced in evaluating the con-
duction of sensible heat to or from the body of water . From the energy
budget equation it is possible to obtain the sum of energy conducted a s
sensible heat and energy utilized by evaporation . During the early use of
the energy budget for obtaining evaporation rates, the ratio of these tw o
terms was estimated to be around O . 1 or 0 .2 . Later investigations showed
that the ratio varied considerably . Bowen (1926) theoretically examine d
the ratio and developed an expression for it in terms of easily measure d
quantities . Considerable controversy, . however, still exists over th e
meaning and validity of Bowen's ratio .

"The principal objective of the energy heat budget investigation a t
Lake Hefner was to determine the utility of the energy budget as a metho d
for computing evaporation from natural bodies of water :. This made it
necessary to improve our understanding of certain terms in the energ y
budget, for example, reflected solar radiation, change in energy storage ,
the Bowen ratio = and effective back radiation .

1 This paper is based .on work performed under United States Atomi c
Energy Commission Contract AT(45-1)-1830 .
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No breakthrough in analytical procedure beyond the point reache d
in Paper No . 269 has taken place, but determined investigators have use d
the energy budget method because they lacked a suitable substitute .

In 1962, Raphael summarized the application of the energy budge t
to rivers and reservoirs (Ref . 2) . In his work he used the basic energ y
budget terms evaluated in the Lake Hefner studies and applied them to a
transient expression which sought to account for the change in interna l
energy in a reservoir . For purposes of providing background, and becaus e
of the large extent to which the original work was used as a basis for the
COL HEAT program, Raphael's work is reviewed below in some detail .

The process used by Raphael involved the computation of the sur-
face exchange using the heat budget equation :

Qt = E (Qs - Qr) - Qt - Qe - Qh + Qv

	

(1 )

where

Sum = net incoming radiation less reflected shor t
wave radiation . This is expressed Q i

wher e

(Net Insolation) Qi = (1 - 0 .0071 CZ) (Qs - Qr)

	

BTU/ftZ

C is cloud cover in tenths of sky covere d

(Back Radiation) Qb= 0 .070 o- (T .;,17 - (3T1)

	

BTU/ftZ

o- is Stefan Boltzmann radiation constant

1 .714 x 10 -7 BTU/hr-ft Z

Q is atmospheric radiation facto r

Tw is absolute water surface temperatur e

Ta is absolute air temperatur e

(Evaporation)

	

Qe =12U(ew - e a)

	

BTU/ft1

U is wind speed in knot s

ew is vapor pressure of water in inches of H g

ea is partial pressure of vapor in inches of Hg

(Conduction)

	

Qh = 0 .00407 UP (ta - tw)

	

BTU/ft2

U is wind speed in knot s

P is total pressure of air in inches of Hg

ta is air temperatur e
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tu, is water surface temperatur e

Qv = advected heat ; considered as zero in Raphael' s
Columbia River studies .

The heat balance function derived by Raphael is summarized by
the following expression :

r2 . 5

tA A
tv,, =

V1

	

+ V i (ti - tu,)

V 1 is mean lake volume in acre-feet ,

A is mean lake area in acres .

0 is time variable in hours ,

Vi is inflow volume in acre-feet for time 0 ,

4 is mean temperature of inflowing water i n
degrees Fahrenheit, and

tw is mean temperature of water in lake i n
degrees Fahrenheit .

Using Equation 2, he calculated the temperature rise of batches o f
water representing a 3 hr . incremental flow . This was done in Mont e
Carlo fashion to arrive at new values of tw for correction of the surfac e
exchange rates . Summation of these increments produced a net calculated
temperature rise for the selected river reach .

To evaluate the term Qt , several assumptions were required . The
important observation that boundary layer effects were minimal (Ref . 1 )
led Raphael to the use of the Larson Air Force weather data as a singl e
point source to represent air temperature, vapor pressure, and cloud cove r
for the entire reservoir area in question (50 to 75 mi .of reservoir) . Also ,
despite Anderson's conclusion (Ref . 1), Raphael calculated the net isolation
using the method of Mosby and Kennedy . Lacking actual measured values ,
little alternative was available .

The calculated values (Ref . 3, 4) of temperature increase deter -
mined by Raphael's studies for the reaches studied were twice the measure d
values . Since the Hanford project was involved in the River Cooling Pro -
gram, an evaluation of Raphael's technique appeared justified to determin e
if it could be adapted for use . Other observations pertinent to the heat
budget technique are summarized in the Proceedings of the Twelfth Pacifi c
Northwest Symposium on Water Pollution Research (Ref . 5) held i n
November 1963 . The Conference Proceedings,including the summary o f
heat model work by Zeller (Ref . 5) and Raphael's open literature descriptio n

(2)
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of his method (Ref . 2), form the basis for the COL HEAT computer model .
The most recent heat budget publication (Ref . 6) takes good advantage o f
the primary lessons gained from Rayfield's pioneering, but is not applicabl e
in cases where longitudinal dispersion or rapidly changing flow times are a
factor in the analysis .

HEAT BUDGET WORK AT HANFOR D

A great deal of supporting investigation has been performed by th e
author in evaluation of the Columbia River cooling program and by J . P .
Corley* in his research . Two basic approaches are utilized :
1) Research into interfacial and diffusion transport mechanisms an d
2) Generalized systems approaches with heavy dependence on data analysis .

In addition, Battelle-Northwest operates extensive meteorological
research activities which are of invaluable assistance in deriving suppor t
for various heat budget studies . As many as seventeen remote weathe r
stations have been operated on a real time comparison basis in order to
predict the instantaneous behavior of atmospheric contaminants . Weather
records at varying altitudes are routinely taken and analyzed and continuin g
research into plume dispersion is conducted .

One basic problem in using the heat budget approach is the matte r
of interfacial reactions . Most investigators agree that wind direction and
speed play important roles in interfacial reactions, as do surface absorption
and reflection . A better definition of these factors requires increasin g
amounts of data until the problem becomes one of defining the micrometeoro-
logical limits to which the investigator can afford to go . Corley** ha s
determined that wide variations exist among weather parameters near the
Columbia River and those measured at some distance from it . Having
determined the size of an acceptable unit river surface area, the relatio n
of this unit area to other river areas reopens the question of experimenta l
design ; seemingly without a short term solution of a multiplicity o f
weather stations .

The alternate approach favored by the author is similar to that
used by McAdams and other classical developers of chemical engineerin g
heat transfer relationships . If a large enough system to permit measure-
ment of bulk effects exists, the compensating errors from inadequatel y
developed mechanisms may cancel out or not require definition .

* Manager, Evaluations and Measurements Unit .

*x* Personal communication
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Analysis of integrated local weather data collected over a 15-yea r
period at Hanford appears to justify the original assumption by Raphae l
that a single point weather data station can be used to represent rathe r
broad land areas if the objective of the study is to,rdevelep generalized -
courses of action . With this concept in mind, the following observation s
were developed as a guide in the program development .

1) The empirical relations used by Raphael to define th e
bulk surface exchange of internal energy were substan-
tiated by the Lake Hefner project to the extent tha t
they were acceptable to provide inputs in the range o f
5 to 10% accuracy .

2) The availability of routine radiometer readings at Han -
ford enabled elimination of the calculation of shor t
wave insolation and the errors introduced by varying
definition of cloud cover .

3) Since the model objectives included the entire serie s
of reservoirs with travel time of 10 to 15 days or more ,
the use of daily averages to describe input variable s
was ad-opted to minimize data processing in the model .
Statistical analysis supporting this concept showed tha t
the mean driving forces could be described to within 3%
when compared to the summation of events . derived
from integration_of hourly or shorter periods .

4) The transport model used by Raphael was entirely in -
adequate to describe the actual events . A model using
realistic transport of water masses is essential .
Further, the existence of density currents on a seasonal
basis requires adjustment of the flow model if repre-
sentative areas are to be used in interfacial calculations .
A two region flow model based on roa3Jistic current
distribution reduced to dimensionle-ss form was selected
with provisions to adjust the ratio of the inner to oute r
region during verification operations . Since the
solutions of the resulting difference equations involve d
multiple iterations, the digital computer was selected
as the appropriate instrument .
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MODEL DEVELOPMEN T

A series of velocity traverses observed over a period of year s
within the Hanford reservation is compared to the data which was reporte d
by Wasley in 1961 (Ref . 7) and which correlates model experiments o n
turbulent channel flow . The results of the comparison indicate that th e
river current velocity distribution is similar to that of the model channels .
(Ref . 8, 9 )

Calculations using commonly accepted scaling ratios appear t o
permit extension of Wasley's conclusions and observations to straight
river sections . In the Stanton diagram of Wasley's paper, very little
change in the friction factor occurs for large changes in Reynold's number .
From this observation it is assumed that wherever super-critical flo w
conditions exist, either Larson's or Wasley's expression for current dist-
ribution would apply to a dimensionless representation (neglecting curb
shear) . The velocity distribution diagrams (Figure 1) were develope d
from this concept .

The cross sectional representation of Figure 2 was used to develo p
ratios of surface area to volumes in the theoretical stream . For example
the average velocity contour U in Figure 2 can be used to define tw o
regions as follows :

1) All water traveling at velocities greater than U is repre-
sented by an average U which is equivalent to 1 .37 U . Thi s
portion contains 53% of the stream cross section (volume )
and 52% of the associated area .

2) All water traveling at velocities lower than U is repre -
sented by a U which is equivalent to 0 .60 U in a regio n
with 47% of the cross section (volume) and 48% of th e
associated area .

Other regions could be described, but in general the illustration s
show the concept of a fixed ratio of percentage area associated with a per-
centage volume being close to unity . This permits ready mathematica l
description and variation of the region by simple substitution of varying
coefficients .

Using this concept, the actual model assumes the intermitten t
transport, mixing, etc . of water in terms of the ratios of the mean velocitie s
of the two regions . The total volume considered in each mass is calculated
by the program as that associated with a single day's travel time . Hence ,
the number of days of exposure to the surface interaction is a function o f
the system volume divided by the travel time of each region . Th e
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fundamental difference equation (2) is applied to each region and the inter -
nal energy changes computed .

Figure 3 is a representation of the region concept as applied t o
the transport instant for one half day . The length of the volumetric mas s
is a function of the outlet flow rate from the system and the geometri c
configuration selected to represent the reservoir or river reach in question .
Since storage under normal conditions is minimal, the flow out of the
downstream dam in the series is used to calculate the effective travel tim e
for the system by dividing the reservoir volume by a rolling mean daily
average flow . The resulting value, to the nearest integer, is used to
determine the surface exposure days .

Each addition or reduction of heat as internal energy changes th e
temperature of the surface and, thus, changes the resulting air-wate r
interface reactions . This situation requires the use of iterative computatio n
since the model heat balance involves the internal energy of the outle t
stream. This can only be computed by accurate evaluation of temperatur e
and atmospheric factors involved in continuous evaluation of Qt (Equation 1) .
An individual difference equation exists in the computer processing routin e
for each region, and for each volume associated with a day's travel . Sinc e
the latter value is outlet flow dependent, no fixed increments of volume ar e
used ; the actual values are determined in the computation by the flow fro m
the downstream 44m . .

The resulting model solves the general equations resulting from
the very general expression :

Tnk = ( 1 - B) k-1 T~ +

	

(l - B)n-1-m [
AkxQmkx + B {Tmkx-1

	

(3)

+ A (Skx- l Qrnk- l - SkxQmkx)]

where
n Actual number of day s

k = Diver sections as defined (See Table I )

32- = i + mQ-1 number of travel days in region (nearest integer )

kx = m + 2 - (kQ)-i a, derived subscript wherein (kQ) is an inde x
of flow days sections affected, or kQ 1Q-nQ

Number of river sections +1Q)

	

to largest intege r

(nQ) =n - k + i where i = first day under study or integer I
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B = Fraction of water in central troug h

S = Surface area of affected section

A = A derived constant related to reservoir paramenters of volum e
dimensions and thermal conversion factor s

T = 24 hr . average heat input to a given area (Equation 1 )

Since density currents can cause appreciable error in the heat
budget calculation, the overall system heat budget must include analysi s
of this effect where applicable . Density currents in the rapidly flowin g
river are only stable when reinforced by heat input which produces a den-
sity gradient greater than required for maintenance of a densimetric
Froude number of .0 . 28 or less . (Ref. 10) Accordingly, the existence o f
density currents must be verified constantly . The verification is done in
the COL HEAT model by the process delineated in the notes of Figure 4 .
In the actual model the additional sub-routine, 'SMATCH, is used to corre-
late and match the appropriate water masses as they pass through the re-
servoir reach in question .

Application of the density current concept has solved transien t
errors within the accuracy intended of the program. Additional research
is planned for nonlinear density gradients which are more typical of actual ,
especially deeper reservoirs and more precise determination of the critical
values of Froude numbers other than 0 . 28 for signaling area reductions .

The actual COL HEAT program requires iterative handling of th e
intermediately generated data required for solution of the generalize d
equation; thus, running times on the UNIVAC 1107 average about 2 min . for
each month of data submitted . Longer times have been required for lowe r
flows, and current efforts involve reduction of the program complexity t o
permit better use of machine time . The exponents (k-1) and (n-1 -m) apply-
ing to the water fraction ratio can be limited by controls without detractin g
from the overall program accuracy .

Input data consists of the following :

1. Temperature at the inlet end (Grand Coulee in this case )

2. Discharge flow from Priest Rapids ( 24 hr . average )

3. Wind velocity at 1000 ft . above MSL_

4. Air temperature at 1000 ft . above MS L

5. Sky cover in tenths averaged over visible sky perio d

6. Dew Point (24 hr . average)
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7. Short Wave Radiation (integrated over 24 hr . period )

8. Reservoir dimensions (volume and surface areas are derived )

The program is arranged to be- addressed by data cards for eac h
calendar day with computed output for the same day . The v-arying reser-
voirs and trough sections of the river are also submitted with each data
run and can be varied easily by substitution of as many as 100 reservoi r
sections depending on the accuracy of the study . Twenty sections are pro-
grammed for the current simulation efforts discussed .

TABLEI

RESERVOIR SECTIONS PROGRAMME D

Name

	

Type

	

Number of
Section s

Chief Joseph

	

Rectilinear using average depth

	

one

Wells

	

rr

	

r,

	

It

	

rr

	

two

Rocky Reach

	

„

	

r,

	

r,

	

t,

	

three

Rock Island

	

11

	

ti

	

Is

	

II

	

on e

Wanapum

	

Trapezoidal-Parallel sides

	

seven

Priest Rapids

	

Trapezoidal- Nonparallel sides

	

six

During the interval of interest, the travel time can vary from a s
little as 5 days to as many as 30 days or more . Data cards for a sufficien t
number of days to fill the memory banks to permit calculation on a rea l
time average basis from the outlet structure must precede the 'desired date .

A typical comparison between computed and actual data measure d
at Priest Rapids is illustrated in Figure 5 . The correlation appears quit e
good, generally oscillating . O. 2°C about the measured data except where
there is a sudden decrease in river temperature from local winds or sharpl y
falling local temperatures . Since this is a data averaging program, shor t
term transients are not seen in complete detail . This averaging process i s
vital to the success of the program and permits the use of inputs measure d
over a 24 hr. period.

With this approach, the use of single point weather data originall y
attempted by Raphael appears defensible within the accuracy of the outpu t
desired . The computed results bear out this contention (Figure 5) .
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The Battelle-Northwest Atmospheric Sciences section makes con-
tinuous correlations of regional weather in respect to the Hanford weathe r
station . These correlations indicate that within the region of interes t
covered by the model, single point measurements are an effective inde x
for those factors which have dominant effect on the model . These are high
level winds, air temperature, short wave radiation, and to a lesser extent ,
the dew point.

Superimposed on the calculated data of Figure 5 are the output
calculations performed to check the longitudinal diffusion characteristic s
of the model . Since conventional diffusion equations were not used in th e
model development, this test was of interest in order to determine to wha t
extent generalization could be achieved . Three spikes occurring naturall y
on July 7th, August 8th, and August 27th in the Grand Coulee mixed dis-
charge were arbitrarily increased by 5°C . The output spikes produced in
the calculated output match relatively well the travel time of the natura l
spikes at Priest Rapids . Both forward and backward diffusion are evident ,
and the longitudinal spread is similar to that expected in the prototype .
The distribution of the spikes is encouraging, and additional tests o f
diffusion performance on a controlled basis are planned .

Figure 5 also indicates that the computer model produces rat e
action a little sooner than the prototype does . While this is acceptable fo r
parametric studies of environmental prediction, improved performanc e
for diffusion studies would be necessary . Since the program allows fo r
parametric adjustment of Model flow time and the mixing ratio, optimizatio n
for this purpose appears quite feasible . In addition, with some reprogram-
ming, which is currently underway, the model can be generalized furthe r
to include advected heat with and without flow change and the optional us e
of hourly data submissions .

Also, efforts to enlarge the model scope both in area and variety
of stream inputs are planned. This enlarged scope will include parametri c
studies of dissolved oxygen and nitrogen . The temperature model is basic ,
however, in that the density currents which appear require simultaneou s
treatment of both the chemical and temperature parameters in order to
preserve hydraulic simulation . Ultimately, it appears feasible to progra m
an entire environmental cycle on a real time basis to generate appropriat e
policy instructions during the actual sequence of events .
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CALCULATED DOWNSTREAM EFFECTS FROM PARAMETRIC INPUTS

Verification of the COL HEAT computer model permitted the run-
ning of a great number of parametric studies of the effects of the input para-
meters on the calculated output. Of interest to this specific evaluation i s
the answer to the question of how effective a cooling program would be in -
dependent of the limits imposed by the current power and flood contro l
operating plans .

To answer this question, a series of cases were run through the
computer model in which the Grand Coulee mixed discharge temperature s
actually measured were biased upward and downward in 1 C increments .
This experiment was designed to determine the following :

1) To what extent the varying degrees of cooling or heating
of natural discharge from Grand Coulee is reflected i n
expected conditions at the Hanford plant .

2) To what extent this effect is flow or seasonal dependent .

The results of the computer runs are indicated in Figures 6 an d
7 . The changes as far downstream as the Priest Rapids discharge justify
the following conclusions :

1) Any control program which changes the mixed discharg e
temperature from the Grand Coulee project is about 65 t o
85% effective in retaining the indicated effect in the reache s
under study.

2) The efficiencies indicated above are highest during the flo w
period exceeding 150, 000 ft3 /sec and tend to the lower value s
as the flow decreases and the longer interfacial contact tim e
permits approach to equilibrium with atmospheric exchang e
parameters .

The general conclusion can be drawn that the temperature differ-
ential resulting from the passage through the series of low head dams i s
relatively low and that the primary determinant of the actual temperature s
which could be expected below the Priest Rapids project is the mixed dis-
charge of the Grand Coulee dam .

Qualitative examination of the temperature record (publishe d
weekly by the USGS) of the Columbia River at the Canadian border indicate s
that under the present circumstances the peak temperature of the inflo w
to Lake Roosevelt occurs about the same time as the peak temperatur e
below Priest Rapids and approximately at the same time at Rock Island a s
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indicated by measurements taken before the erection of the Grand Coule e
project . Since the data supporting this study show that the peak tempera-
ture of the mixed discharge from Lake Roosevelt currently occurs about
30 days later than the inflow peak, it suggests that the accumulation o f
additional storage above the Canadian border deserves additional study i n
terms of the seasonal effects on conditions in the United States .

In any event, the identification of the discharge from the Gran d
Coulee project as the significant parameter in determination of tempera-
tures as far downstream as the Hanford plant appears to be one of the mos t
significant results of this study .

Description of additional parametric studies conducted with CO L
HEAT are beyond the scope of this discussion and will be reported separat-
ely . The model permits independent variation of all of the wind, air tem-
perature, dew point, cloud cover, and input radiation factors as well a s
artificial manipulation of the flow and water temperatures . Provided suit -
able data were available to permit calculation of the discharge temperatur e
from the Canadian projects, it appears quite feasible to estimate the tem-
perature of the Columbia at any point downstream for which valid weathe r
data are available .

GENERAL HANFORD PROGRAM

Because the Hanford production reactors, until January, 1964 ,
were all of the once-through type that operated against a fixed temperatur e
limit a reduction of river temperature was a clear production advantage .
A reduction of river temperature at the intake represented an opportunity ,
not only to increase the total temperature differential available to the pro-
cess, but at the same time enable reduction of the temperature effect o f
the entire Hanford operation.

In order to implement an effective plan, a coordinated effort was
arranged among the various agencies involved in order to adopt specia l
operating procedures . When conditions indicated, all excess flow timing
over the spillway of Grand Coulee was concluded to low level tube flow . It
was recognized that some loss of effectiveness might result from the nee d
to flow water over the spillway for tourist interest and other intangible s
related to correlation and control equipment at Grand Coulee .

In addition, several factors which involve the hydrodynamics of
Lake Roosevelt operated to complicate the use of low level, cooler water .
These were :
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1) The correlation of the upper boundary predicted by Yih an d
demonstrated by Debler in trough experiments is sufficientl y
correct to describe the position of the upper dividing stream -
line under a wide variety of flows.,

2) The bottom of the submerged flow jet, created in Lake Roose-
velt by discharge from a point below the surface, does not neces-
sarily remain below the elevation of the point of discharge .
Rather, because of the conditions imposed by turbulence and
boundary effects, the flow jets form sheets of flow which un-
dulate through the system in general conformance with the loca-
tion of the upper dividing streamline and rise above the discharg e
point if necessary to maintain equilibrium .

3) It is quite apparent that Lake Roosevelt does fill by displacemen t
from the north and does not develop a cool density current re-
gime of any significance . Discharge operations involve trans -
port from both surface and deep locations, and the mean temper-
ature of the resulting discharges is determined by the dynami c
equilibrium rather than purely gravitational forces .

At this point, a detailed examination of the operation of the progra m
in the years 1963-65 is meaningful .

THE 1965 PROGRAM

At the onset of the critical season, temperatures measured a t
Priest Rapids remained slightly below the four year rolling mean. Reser-
voir inventories conducted during July, however, indicated unusual condi-
tions in that the reservoir was both unseasonably warm and the inflow from
Canada was also somewhat above average . The 30 day weather outlook fo r
August, published in July by the U.S . Weather Bureau, indicated that the
next 30 days would be unseasonably warm and dry . The river flow outlook
was for continuation of the below median flows experienced in July. The
appropriate preliminaries for the official program were concluded, and th e
calculations of timing were initiated .

Because of the serious drop in the Grand Coulee discharge, instal-
lation of the flashboards began with the opening of 26 high tubes on July 23 .
The work continued for five days during which extremely high air tempera-
tures were experienced . These operations caused some warm water to b e
drawn from the surface resulting in a 0 . 3°C warming of the average . Upon
notice of this activity, additional computations were made to determine i f
the Hanford program should dovetail into the termination of this installation .
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Tube operation at the initiative of Grand Coulee continued. until J'uljr Z9 .

On August 3, the Hanford program was started, more in order to
minimize surface spill than by actual plan . By August 10, the spill flow
had been reduced to the point where the bottom discharge was producing a
net benefit. During the period between July 23 and August 10, the rive r
had been heated an average of O . 5°C averaged over the 18 day period . On
August 22., the weather turned quite cool and remained below 4varage fow
the rest of the control period . The program progressed quite normally
until its termination on September 10 when the generation plant requite d
"on seal" operation . Figure 8 provides a historical progressing of th e
actual events .

Cooling efforts for the period August 10 through September- 7 pro-
chr'ced net cooling at the Hanford plant averaging about O . 25°G

	

a 28 day
period, The net benefit of the entire program to Hanford was t in.ixnal fo r
1965 ; probably the heating just about balanced the cooling . Overall, the
1965 results point out the need for close cooperation and a tightly inter
plan.

THE 1964 PROGRAM

With the exception of a few weeks in April, water temperature s
measured at Priest Rapids were below the average for 1961, 62, and 63. .
Reservoir inventories conducted in July indicated colder than normal con-
ditions and little or no stratification . By July 21 , Weather conditions
warmed considerably and plans were made to initiate the cooling program
during the next .o ld spell or storm in order to minim t-t warm surfac e
withdrawal . During this period and after, the river flow was 10 to 20 %
greater than the 25 year average, and an .extended period of tube operation
was planned for . The onset of a cooling trend on August 1 permitted eo:or-
dination of the flashbo .rd operation . with the Hanford releases ; and on
August 3, 17 tubes were opened to permit this installation, Tube flow wa s
continued without interruption until September 18 . Spill flea was minimized ,
but tourist flow was held at relatively high levels until August 20 when i t
was reduced to optimal levels .

Effective cooling at Grand Coulee was produced during the period.
August 20 until September 15, and the resulting temperature decrease at
the Hanford plant averaged O. 25°C during the period August 25 until Sep-
tember 20. Some .inadvertent heating also resulted from high spill flow,
averaging about O . 20°C during the period August 16 to August 25 .

On balance the program produced about 8 degree days of. ttet effec t
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at the Hanford Plant (Figure 9) . Considering the resources available, thi s
performance is marginal . Because of the higher river flows, the water
management for power purposes was less critical and the beneficial result s
were more easily obtained.

Later in the season, from September 28 through October 20, afte r
the cooling progza am was complete, tube discharges were again started i n
order to test the theory that such flows could assist in the formation of
submerged flow jets . With continuation of 2 to 3°C stratification at the
lower end of the lake, the expected flow jets were confined to the stratifie d
downstream portion while the upper end of the lake continued to fill, wit h
cool water . By the time the maximum Grand Coulee discharge temperatur e
(16 . 4°C) was recorded on September 28, the inflow temperatures at th e
international border were 14°C .

The temperature at the international border dropped 4°C belo w
the Grand Coulee discharge temperature by the time tube flow was stopped.
Intermediate records of temperature measured by G . R . Snyder of the
Bureau of Commercial Fisheries confirmed this analysis . Our mathematical
analysis of the Bureau of Commercial Fisheries information indicated that
the upper dividing streamline location predicted by the Debler correlatio n
did, in fact, describe the prototype .

THE 1963 PROGRAM

As the critical period of 1963 approached, conditions were in
general quite average in almost every respect . River averages, reservoi r
conditions, and air temperatures followed this trend . River flows, however ,
had been quite low and had crested at around 300, 000 f t3 /sec at the Hanfor d
plant. From that time on, flows were at or below median and forcasts in-
dicated early recourse to "can seal" operation of the Coulee project . Watrta-
pum Dam had just been filled in May, and the additional time delay in water
transit time through the project was noted significantly for the first time .
The prediction of an above average weather forcast for the month of August
indicated a season of higher than normal river temperatures .

By the time the flashboard installation was started on July 21, the
river flows were quite low . While it was desirable to time this installation
with the onset of the Hanford program, retention of the majority of the
cooler water was selected as the desirable alternative ; and the starting o f
the cooling program was held off until August 4 . The advance preparatio n
time in this case permitted very close coordination of the resulting tub e
and spillway operation, and the spillway flow was held to the absolute mini -
mum . Tourist flow was only continued during the noon to midnight hour s
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with "on seal" operation for the balance of the time . Lake inventory was
balanced between overdraft and underdraft .

Despite these precautions, some heating occurred in mixed dis-
charge between August 4 and August 10, averaging about 0 . 20°C for th e
period. Beginning on August 10, even tighter controls were applied ; an d
the results are apparent in Figure 10 . When the low tube flow availabl e
was considered, cooling effects averaging 0 . 40°C were developed at th e
Hanford plant during the period August 18 through September 14 . Thi s
represented a net gain of about 11 degree days (Figure 10) .

During this 1963 cooling program period, this author began th e
investigation of the factors affecting the program with an extensive reser-
voir inventory . Weekly vertical temperature probes were made at th e
dam site, Keller Ferry, Spokane River, Gifford Ferry, and the Kettle Fall s
Bridge .

These data gave the first indication that because of the relativel y
high flow through Lake Roosevelt some of the concepts governing the cool-
ing program needed rather extensive review . While only incompletely de-
veloped, the following hydraulic concepts became apparent from my 196 3
notes :

1) The reservoir isotherms are highly tilted . Warm water flow s
horizontally quite readily, but cooler water caused tilted iso-
therms . No significant cool underflow from Canada was detected .

2) The cooler flow of the Spokane River appears to make a contribu-
tion to the cooling program by a density underflow to the 1030 ft .
discharges .

3) The turbine inlets at Grand Coulee, while nominally at the 103 0
ft . level, affect the upper water all the way to the surface, pro-
bably due to the pressure drop in the bar screen inlets . Thi s
means that the 1030 ft . discharges will contain a relatively
broad inventory of water and will average higher in temperatur e
than the level position would indicate . The average 1030 dis-
charge temperature is always somewhat higher than a vertical
temperature map taken at Eden Harbor 1 mi . upstream. (See
Figure 11 for a 1965 confirmation of this effect . )

Based on the performance calculations possible in 1965 using th e
COL HEAT program, the results of the 1963 program were quite goo d
compared to the following years . At the time no serious evaluation of the
results were possible with the manual calculation methods of Raphael o r
others . Development of the analytical technique and improvements i n
temperature records permitted the analysis in this report .
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1

Qs = 8000-9000 ft 3/se c

T~ = 23 .9 °C (Calculated )

T s = 24 .3 °C

	

T s = 23 .4 °C

	

T s = 22 .3 °C

	

Surfac e

1130

103 0

1289 .12

(QG + QT )

Total 1030 ft Discharge = 127,000 ft3/sec
TG = 16 .2 ° C

-?00

0

C

54

D

Distance Upstream, Mile s

FIGURE11

ISOTHERMS ON RESERVOIR AXIS
AUGUST 18, 1965, 2-3 p .m .
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Abstract of a lecture presented November 2, 1966 by ALBERT N . HALTER ,
Professor of Agricultural Economics, Oregon State University, Corvallis ,
Oregon
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OBJECTIVE : To attempt to demonstrate that a simulation approach t o
river basin planning and development is a promising way of doing compre-
hensive planning of water resource use . Simulation provides a visible
integration of the hydrology and technology with the economics of a plannin g
problem and illustrates how all three aspects affect the operation of a
system, as well as how the operation of a system influences the technolog y
and economics .

The talk was divided into three parts . First, a simple example
was presented to illustrate a system and its components . Second, a
general model of a system simulation procedure was presented, including
the analysis and design phases . Finally, an application of simulation wa s
presented in the context of research which has been carried on in regar d
to the Calapooia River Basin system . Results were presented which
showed the simulation of a 100-year record of hydrology and the impact o f
various structures and operating procedures on net benefits from variou s
proposed projects .

The details of the study are available from the authors of th e
following report :

A . N . Halter and S . F . Miller, "River Basin Planning :
A Simulation Approach", Oregon Agricultural Experi-
ment Station and United States Department of Agricultur e
Special Report No . 224, November 1966 .
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Presented November 9, 1966 by CHARLES C . COUTANT, Biology Depart-
ment, Battelle Memorial Institute, Pacific Northwest Laboratory, Richland ,
Washington .
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M y task today is to discuss ways in which simulation - a relatively new
tool in technological sciences - can assist in assuring that adequat e

consideration is given to biological factors in water resource planning and
development . My "credentials for expertise" in this field lean very heavil y
on the side of aquatic biology and very lightly on the side of applie d
mathematics . Biological modeling, or more correctly, mathematica l
modeling of ecological phenomena, has arisen as a desirable goal for some
of Battelle-Northwest's ecological investigations of the Columbia River .
I, therefore, have been investigating simulation techniques and have tried
to determine the rationale for their use .

I thank the Water Resources Research Institute for additiona l
stimulus, especially toward defining a rationale for using simulation . It
is the development of this rationale that I shall make our concern this
afternoon . All opinions stated here are my own and do not necessarily re-
flect those of Battelle Memorial Institute or the Atomic Energy Commission .

I would like to direct our thinking to two quite distinct "biologica l
•

	

factors" (as the seminar announcement puts it) in water resource plannin g
and development . One factor is that part of the aquatic community that ,
for mans purposes, is primarily dependent upon certain standards o f
water quality and quantity. The other is that part which, again seen in the
light of mans purposes, contributes to determining water quality and, t o
a lesser extent, water quantity .

Production of fish, both for sport and commercial exploitation i s
a beneficial use of water resources that is dependent upon clean rivers and
lakes, perhaps more so than our municipal waterworks and paper mills .
Fish production requires that food-web organisms, that is, the algae ,
insect larvae, crustaceans and others, as well as the fish themselves b e
supplied with an environment of requisite quantity and quality .
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The phytoplankton community, largely by its relative abundance ,
determines whether we consider water to be a desirable oligo- or meso-
trophic type or an undesirable eutrophic type . Growths of bottom algae in
streams may contribute significantly both to "self-purification " of pollute d
water and to the dissolved oxygen concentration through daytime photo -
synthesis and nighttime respiration .

Water resource management, if it is intended to be comprehensiv e
and manipulative, must consider both of these "factors" and the two mus t
not be confused . They ought to be quite distinct operational sides of th e
biological facet of water resources . The dichotomy does not appear to be
difficult conceptually . To be sure, some species or biotic communitie s
can be brought to attention for which cut and dried distinctions will b e
difficult . This should not, however, deter the concise identification o f
specific processes involving aquatic organisms --- processes eithe r
carried out on the condition of certain water quality characteristics, o r
carried out yielding alterations of water quality . It is only when organism s
are considered in terms of the processes which they accomplish that th e
detailed operational model for water resources can be visualized .

DEPENDENT BIOTA

Consider first biota dependent upon adequate quantities of wate r
that are of proper quality . This is the interaction most generally recognize d
and studied .

Anadromous salmonid fishes are by far the dependent biological
resource of most concern to water resource planners in the Pacific North-
west . Steelhead trout and various species of salmon migrate up rivers t o
reproduce, and the fry spend the most tenuous months of their existenc e
returning to the feeding grounds of the mature fish . This freshwater inter-
lude in the life cycle of these fish is absolutely essential for continuatio n
of the species . If we desire the continued existence of salmon and steelhead ,
then waters for migration and spawning must be preserved .

"Preservation" to an arch-conservationist means a "wild river"
in the sense of the recently passed Wild Rivers Act . A certain number o f
wild rivers should be set aside both for salmon use and for our own enjoy-
ment ; practicality, on the other hand, demands that many rivers be altere d
from the wild state for human use . This is where true management come s
in: directing human alteration such that this valuable fisheries resourc e
is not exterminated .
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Unfortunately, engineering technology develops and operates at a
rate several orders of magnitude faster than has the acquisition an d
interpretation of biological data that are needed to advise engineering
technology . This situation has arisen for several reasons, many of whic h
are not related to scientific methodology . Political support has been
greater for attaining power and irrigation objectives than for preservin g
the fishery resource . Private industry has understandably concerne d
itself largely with producing a profit-making product rather than with th e
effects of its wastes . The immediate dollar value of industrial, power, o r
reclamation projects is readily apparent and easily calculated whereas th e
value of a biological resource is often not so apparent or easily calculated .

In short, funds for development of data related to management o f
dependent biota have not been as plentiful in the past as have funds fo r
engineering technology .

Scientific methodology has also contributed to the observed lag .
Physical principles of use in technology are reasonably easy to obtain, an d
they are readily quantified, or "put into numbers ." Biological "principles ,
if they can be called this at all, are dynamic aspects of complex systems .
These complex systems simply have not lent themselves equally to the typ e
of logical analysis that has unraveled physical systems . A great many
questions important to salmon ecology both in its "natural" condition (e . g .
questions of stimuli for migration, or predators on fry) and in its relation -
ships with human alterations (e . g . water quality standards for adults an d
young, or effects of damming) still need to be answered in a fully
quantitative way .

THREE ALTERNATIVES EXIS T

The need for having our advancing engineering technology preserve
worthwhile biological resources such as salmon is becoming ever mor e
recognized . In the planning of engineering works, biologists are being
consulted as never before (but still not often enough), and they are bein g
asked for specific recommendations for standards of stream structure an d
quality . A common result, which must be discouraging to an open-minde d
and well meaning engineer, is that biologists often don't have the precis e
answers and design specifications that the planners would like .

Without substantial increases in funds for research, the fishery
biologist faces three alternatives : 1) Disassociation with the urgency o f
society's needs and continuation of his research at his present rate o f
accomplishment heading toward eventual understanding of the problems ,
2) Formulation of untested recommendations on the basis of inadequate dat a
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that may solve the management problem, or may be millions of dollar s
down the drain, while research progresses in the background at its present
pace, or 3) Change his research methodology such that plausible answer s
or testable hypotheses can be obtained far more quickly than is presently
the case .

The choice for the academic biologist is ultimately an individual
one if we cherish "academic freedom ." Yet if biologists wish inclusion of
biological factors such as preservation of salmon in water resource planning ,
then it seems to me there must be a collective choice of the third alternative .
And, of course, there must be more funds allocated for biological researc h
as a part of any engineering proposal . The questions regarding salmo n
must be answered fast, or we shall lose the salmon, at least as a harvest-
able commodity for sport or profit .

Is "simulation" what we seek to obtain answers quickly enough t o
save the salmon? Maybe . Simulation does seem to offer possibilities fo r
increasing the speed and efficiency of research on environmental require-
ments of organisms . If the problem were to be restated as "factor s
affecting the stability of populations, " the role of simulation might be mor e
readily apparent .

Use of simulation as we know it can aid solution of vexing complexe s
of problems such as that of salmon by helping to 1) establish priorities fo r
further research effort, 2) speed the testing of alternatives in the study of
particular problems, 3) further advancement in its own (simulation )
technology as applied to the problems at hand, and 4) in the end provide a
management tool for setting catch limits, lengths of seasons, etc .

Priorities for further ecological research are vitally necessary .
There are simply too many problems that might be studied were there n o
direction of effort . Simulation, or more correctly the organization of dat a
into a conceptual framework that is the necessary antecedent of simulation ,
will indicate critical inadequacies in the existing data . These inadequacie s
can be both in definition of variables which interact with the species to b e
maintained, and in the estimates of rate constants for interactions . The
improper definition of important variables is often realized after tria l
simulation models which fail to match known results . Good estimates o f
rate constants are necessary to avoid manipulating a near infinite numbe r
of designs .

Hopefully, the inadequacies can be given top priority in plans for
new research. Somewhat sadly I must note that right now thoughts of
simulating the population dynamics of many species foster the realizatio n
that the "critical inadequacies" often outweigh the existing data .
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Speed is perhaps the greatest boon that simulation can offer t o
experimental work on a particular problem . Basic information can be
gathered into a tentative model whose parameters can then be manipulate d
electronically in a matter of seconds to yield testable hypotheses, wherea s
the equivalent physical experiment might take .months if it were indeed
feasible at all . Hundreds of rate constant designs can be tested in attempts
to determine the causes of stability (or conversely, of instability) for the
species to be conserved .

Po=sitive feedback to simulation technology should not be slighte d
as an argument for use of simulation . Any new capability will bear traits
up to its potential only if it is exercised . A completely satisfying model o f
a system. as complex as salmon ecology is not something which is develope d
overnight . With use such as that which ,several laboratories (e . g . .
University of Washington and University of British Columbia) are presently
undertaking for salmon management, simulation technology may get us
there .

4 dislike leaving the subject of dependent biota with Only on e
example, that of the Pacific Northwest salmon. There are many others ,
especially different economically important fish species . Each of, these-
has its own relationships to clean, abundant water•' --- Many involving th e
more sensitive relationships of critical food-chain orga isnts.4 The entire
area of food-chain relationships is exceedingly needy of nevi r, pid .o.d,e e
of study .

DETERMINANT BIQT A

Organisms do affect the quality of water resources . They affect
quality by their presence in suspension in water or attachment to bottou .
substrates and by their contributions to, or removals from, water as it
passes over them . If the factors affecting the stability of salmon population s
seemed profuse, the alterations made by the sum total of all organisms o n
their physical environment are nearly beyond comprehension . Even the
population of a single species may affect dozens of environmental para-
meters such as light transmission, water flow, dissolved ions, dissolve d
oxygen, etc .

For sake of simplicity in describing the problems associated wit h
determinant biota, I would like to take as an example a generalized schem e
that has been presented to this seminar series before . The water quality
parameter which will be of concern is dissolved oxygen . Dissolved oxyge n
in streams is essential for fish life and for the food-chain organisms o n
which most fishes depend . Our aim, therefore, in water management i s
to preserve adequate dissolved oxygen concentrations .
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FIGURE 1

Figure 1, which is taken from the talk "Stream life and th e
pollution environment" given to this seminar series in October 1964, b y
Alfred F . Bartch illustrates a hypothetical stream reach which is subjecte d
to enrichment by untreated domestic sewage . Hypothetical dissolved oxyge n
levels are plotted both above and below the entrance of the sewage ; the
sewage being indicated by a plot of hypothetical results from five-day bio-
chemical oxygen demand tests (B .O .D .) of the water . Sewage addition is ,
of course, the primary cause of a drop in dissolved oxygen concentration
figured between mile 0 and about mile 8 . The actual processes whic h
remove oxygen from solution are, however, largely biological, and are
carried out by populations of various species, each located within rathe r
restricted zones below the sewage outfall .

I must add parenthetically that the community zonation is, o f
course, a result of water quality, and therefore each species is dependent ,
as we have defined it . The dependence is not, however, on values of the
parameter called the B .O .D . itself, but on all aspects of the quality o f
water at that particular point . The water quality is the result of organis m
activity upstream including the activities of man . For downstream human
uses, though, these organisms are determinant in that they affect the "self-
purification" of the stream .
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The most obvious management procedure for domestic sewage is ,
of course, its complete treatment . In most cases, however, complet e
treatment is prohibitively expensive . Since our ultimate goal (in thi s
example) is maiitenance of high dissolved oxygen concentrations that wil l
permit continued existence of desirable fish populations, the degree o f
treatment (and therefore the cost of the plant) should be patterned afte r
this goal ; that is, we wish to causally relate degree of treatment and
dissolved oxygen in the stream.

Let us review the process-es by which oxygen is depleted in ou r
hypothetical stream. A "normal" stream, considered for comparison t o
be somewhat oligo-trophic, has high dissolved oxygen (DO) content whic h
fluctuates slightly on a diurnal cycle clue to photosynthesis and respiratio n
of biota located in suspension and on underwater surfaces . There is als o
a small B .O .D ., that is, a demand for oxygen in solution by respirator y
processes of microorganisms in suspension. The night-time sag in DO i s
due partly to microbial oxidation included in .the B.O .D . determination,

Populations of plant species are characteristicly low, utilizing
nutrients to the utmost . Animal populations are low, but the food-chain i s
long, maintaining secondary and tertiary carnivores that are , to the fishe s
important as game species . There is a gas flux across the air-'wate r
2i..terface, the direction of which depends on percent saturation in the water ,
and the rate upon surface area and degree of mixing of both air and water .

Addition of sewage, as far as we are concerned with DO, is largely
an addition of carbonaceous material to be oxidized to CO 2 and water, and
of nitrogenous material to be oxidized to NO 3 or removed from the syste m
as gaseous nitrogen . The concentration of these materials in the receiving
water depends upon flow rates of the stream and of the sewage outfall ,
concentrations of the raw sewage, and on rates of mixing in the stream .

The nitrogenous and carbonaceous materials are immediatel y
(even before entering the stream) beset by aerobic or oxygen requirin g
organisms which can utilize them as energy sources for their ow n
metabolism . Some of these organisms are microscopic in size and thei r
populations are intimately associated with the sewage, that is to say ,
mixed in suspension with the sewage materials . Others attach to bottom
materials and take in food as it flows past them. A few may actually eat
the "big bits" : some fish will do this, if they can survive the wate r
quality there .

The common measure of sewage concentration, the biochemica l
oxygen demand, does not measure the quantity of carbonaceous and nitro-
genous material =directly, but utilizes as an indirect measure one and onl y
one of the communities to which I just referred . The organisms in
suspension will,mu.ltiply and use dissolved oxygen in proportion to thei r
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food supply (i . e . the sewage) if there are no other factors which will limi t
their activity (e .g . toxic substances, unfavorable temperature, etc .) . The
oxygen that they utilize under standard conditions and for standard lengths
of time should be an indication of the amount of carbonaceous and nitrogenou s
materials present . The biochemical oxygen demand tests assumes tha t
this is so .

FEATURES OF DYNAMIC SYSTEM

The rates of thetabohsm, growth and reproduction of the primary
consumers just noted (the bacteria and fungi) may use up dissolved oxygen
more rapidly than reaeration and photosynthesis can supply it . The latte r
is often negligible below a sewage outfall since interspecies competition
favors the heterotrophs and turbid water tends to eliminate light . Th e
dissolved oxygen level of the stream then drops . The low levels are main-
tained by a sequence of intermingling animal populations (ciliates ) rotifers ,
molluscs, crustaceans and insect larvae) which feed largely upon th e
bacteria, fungi and other . organisms produced immediately upstream fro m
them.

Metabolic activity of bacteria, fungi and animals yields end pro -
ducts (phosphate, ammonia, nitrite, nitrate) which are useful nutrients fo r
photosynthetic organisms . Species of algae begin to compete increasingly
successfully with bacteria, fungi and microscopic animals for space o n
submerged surfaces . Very dense growths of attached algae come t o
dominate the stream bottom.

Algae are photosynthetic, producing organic matter rather tha n
consuming it. They therefore add to the carbonaceous matter placed i n
the stream by the sewage . This rate of addition can be very high .

Photosynthesis yields oxygen, the parameter of direct concern t o
us in this example . Oxygenation' of the stream can be complete (100 %
saturation or supersaturation) with significant flow of oxygen to the ai r
when photosynthesis is in full swing . . The photosynthetic process is the
dominant factor in reaeration of this stream reach and the oxygen sag i s
followed by dissolved o±ygen values equivalent to or greater than found
above the sewage . The hitch, of course, is that photosynthesis require s
light . At night the dense masses of plant material 'consume dissolved
oxygen . This consumption uses up the dissolved oxygen produced in th e
day (if the water is standing) or further reduces the low dissolved oxygen s
of down-flowing water .
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In a stream, the oxygen sag zone expands at night extending furthe r
downstream than during the day . The minimum oxygen values are als o
lower than in the day and these minimum values are further downstream
than was the daytime low point . Physical reaeration prevents oxygen
reduction to zero in most cases .

Excessively high concentrations of plant nutrients below the sewage
outfall give way further downstream to nutrient cycling through the aquati c
system . This cycling often yields high populations of suspended algae -
plankton - as well as dense bottom growths . The gradual buildup of cycled
nutrients and standing crops of biota is the familiar "eutrophication "
process . In eutrophic waters dissolved oxygen characteristically fluctuate s
greatly over the diurnal cycle due to photosynthesis and respiration of th e
biota .

What I have described is a dynamic system in which dissolve d
oxygen varies with time, distance, flow rates and other physical factor s
and according to the varied presence, and metabolic activities, of organisms .
Can the multiplicity of biological and physical activities of this dynami c
system be so well understood that the DO levels which result can b e
predicted, thereby providing feedback for treatment requirements? Wit h
patient development of ever-more-accurate simulation models, I believ e
this can be done . But, no oxygen sag model can predict where, when and
at what level, the bottom of the dissolved oxygen sag will occur, withou t
consideration of biological phenomena .

Early attempts with oxygen sag models have shown this to be true .
Simulation offers the possibility for rapid testing and improvement o f
oxygen sag equations through comparison of test predictions and empirical
data, as well as ultimately providing a model of the dynamic stream -
sewage system by which the treatment plant can operate .

Perhaps the most notable example of simulation of DO resources
is that just being completed by the F . W. P. C . A . Delaware Estuary Study .
Here DO is related to the output of various polluters of Delaware Bay . I
recommend a thorough study of the reports when they are available .

I would like to conclude by restating what I believe is an essentia l
concept for biological considerations in water management . Aquatic biota
are both dependent upon adequate water quality, and therefore among th e
reasons why we should strive for clean water ; and determinant, aiding
either in furthering the assimilative capacity of the stream for huma n
wastes or in the degradation of the water's quality .

Simulation, as a technique which has been shown to be of value in
studying the stability of populations should be a useful tool for preservin g
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our quality-dependent biota. The complex interactions of physical and
biological processes which contribute to determining water quality can b e
usefully studied through development of simulation models which wil l
ultimately be capable of predicting the degree of quality change .
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Presented November 16, 1966 by FRED J . BURGESS, Head of Department
of Civil Engineering, Oregon State University, Corvallis, Oregon, an d
J . LARRY WORLEY, Sanitary Engineer, Columbia River Basin Project ,
Federal Water Pollution Control Administration, Portland, Oregon .
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Introduction

Prediction of water quality, particularly dissolved oxygen (DO )
and biochemical oxygen demand (BOD) became possible in the middl e
1930's after the pioneering work of Phelps and others which resulted in
mathematical models for analysis of water quality problems . This early
work offered a method of analysis that gained wide popularity although i t
was not thoroughly understood by many engineers . Many efforts to improv e
the "oxygen sag" prediction equations for streams were made between th e
1930 l s and 1960 . The mathematical sophistication of the methods for thi s
work were appealing to researchers, and chemical methods to make ob-
servations were available . As a result, research efforts on oxygen
prediction and related subjects occupied the attention of researchers to th e
exclusion of an equal effort to understand and predict other water qualit y
parameters .

Another factor that influenced research and practice during th e
period prior to 1960 was the limitations imposed by computational methods .
The slide rule, the electronic calculator, and the very small analog o r
digital computers available by even the late 1950's were not adequate tool s
to undertake studies of more than very simple systems . This restriction
not only limited engineering studies but also provided a convenient excuse
for avoiding research dealing with water quality studies on a comprehensiv e
basis that included entire river basins .

The development of large capacity digital computers since 1960 ,
together with other happenings, has broken the above impasse and ha s
permitted sanitary engineers to undertake studies to predict water quality
in larger river basins . They have been joined in this work by hydrologists ,
economists, and others, in an effort to develop comprehensive plans fo r
water quality management.
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The work to be reported on in this paper deals with the researc h
on prediction of water quality, flow augmentation and waste treatmen t
requirement that was originated in 1962 as a joint effort between th e
Department of Civil Engineering at Oregon State University and the
Division of Water Supply and Pollution Control, U .S . Public Health Service .l

This research was stimulated by an act of the 84th Congres s
which amended Public Law 660 to require water management agencies t o
consider the inclusion of storage for water quality control . Under thi s
Act, the Secretary of the Department of Health, Education, and Welfar e
was charged with the responsibility of advising water management agencie s
of the need and value of storage for water quality control . PL 660 furthe r
provided that the value of storage for water quality control shall be take n
into account when determining the economic value of the entire project .
This last charge added a new dimension to the problem of predicting wate r
quality and flow augmentation requirements .

Prior to this time, prediction of water quality in a single reac h
of a river, as affected by one or more waste sources, usually sufficed a s
a basis upon which the degree of waste treatment or level of flow could b e
determined. Discharging the responsibilities of PL 660 required that th e
entire river basin be viewed as a single operating unit and that wate r
quality management be directed toward optimizing utilization of the wate r
resources of a river basin .

The work undertaken in this early project was directed towar d
development of a digital computer method which would identify water qualit y
and flow augmentation requirements in a complex river basin, thereby
serving as a useful tool for making the studies required by PL 660 .

Subsequent work extended these studies to include the influence of
temperature and economic considerations . The methods that are reporte d
in this paper have been combined with other developments by the co-autho r
(Mr . J . L . Worley) and serve as working tools for water quality management .

We will summarize the research of the initial project on "Identifi-
cation of Low Flow Augmentation Requirements for Water Quality Control
by Computer Techniques ." Following this we will present some example s
of the use of these techniques and discuss some of the progress that i s
being made in the data storage and acquisition field which is vital to an y
water quality management program .

' The predecessor to the present Federal Water Pollution Control
Administration, USDI .
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PART I
Water Quality Prediction
and Management

SYSTEM OF ANALYSIS

Flow augmentation requirements can be determined by a method
which uses existing theory and employs successive approximations in whic h
a given flow condition is established, water quality predicted, and flo w
adjustments made . Minirnum'quality standards or flow limitations for eac h
length of a river, beginning with the headwaters, can be determined and
conditions satisfied before analysis proceeds to downstream areas . In such
a method, each change of flow in a downstream area causes a change at al l
previously considered points . Hence, the system is entirely interdependen t
and can be solved only by repetitive solutions which successively close o n
the final answer .

Details of this system of analysis are too involved to be presented
in this paper ; a comprehensive explanation of the system analysis method,
together wi tch the computer program developed,, is available as supplemental
information. Discussion here is limited to general methodology an d
application .

The method may be simplified into its essential parts as shown i n
Figure 1 . The river system is first systematized according to a numbering
system in which the river is divided into lengths called "river reaches ." A.
reach is defined as a length of river in which conditions are similar and ma y
be characterized according to a mathematical formulation .

Step 1 of the analysis system consists of storing basic data which
describe the river and waste loading regime . These data include the reach
numbering system, the maximum and minimum flows available, physica l
data concerning the hydraulic characteristics of the stream, data on wate r
temperature and water quality, waste discharge 'data, data on the quantities .
of water withdrawn 'from the stream for various uses, and data on the qualit y
of the water available in the various upstream storage projects . All ,work
begins with the uppermost reach and proceeds downstream one reach at a
time .

Step 2 is comparable to a bank balance book in that it is a debit -
credit system for keeping a running account of flow, organic loading, and
dissolved oxygen resources .

Copies of A Systems Analysis Method for Water Quality Management b y
Flow' Augmentationmay be obtained from the Columbia River Basin Projec t
U .S . Public Health Service, 570 Pittock Block, Portland, Oregon, or fro m
the Department of Civil Engineering, Oregon State University, Corvallis, Ore .
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FIGURE 1

SIMPLIFIED LOGIC DIAGRAM FO R

WATER QUALITY-FLOW AUGMENTATION PROGRAM

In Step 3, the reaction constants are related to temperature ,
velocity, and other parameters which affect their magnitude ; time of flow
is related to distance ; mean velocity in the reach is computed ; and the
water quality resulting from the prevailing level of flow and waste discharg e
is predicted . The water quality that will result from a given situation i s
calculated on the basis of existing knowledge and formulations .

Step 4 of the basic system compares the calculated values with
acceptable standards . If the water quality is acceptable, the system o f
analysis proceeds to the next downstream reach . If the water quality i s
not acceptable, an estimate of quantity of water necessary to augment th e
flow is made in Step 5 .

A source of water for flow augmentation is sought in Step 6 . If
such a source is not available, the poor quality must be accepted and th e
analysis proceeds to downstream reaches of the river system. If a source
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■
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is available, the analysis is repeated, the quantity of initial flow i s
increased by the estimated amount, and analysis of the system is repeated .

The system of analysis begins at the uppermost reach of th e
river system and continues throughout each reach until the entire syste m
is solved in accordance with the constraints placed upon water quality an d
flows available . Final data available from such analysis include a listin g
of flow requirements, water quality, and the various physical parameter s
that have been determined as intermediate steps for the final solution .

The system is general in that it may be adapted to nearly any
river system for which sufficient data are available . It can also be
adapted to include parameters other than dissolved oxygen if mathematica l
formulations of their behavior in streams are available .

USE OF OXYGEN AS A WATER QUALITY CRITERI A

Dissolved oxygen concentration has long been used as a criteri a
for water quality because of the wealth of information available on it s
reaction kinetics in water and the ways in which pollution affect it .
Dissolved oxygen was selected as the quality parameter for use in th e
initial development of this analysis system . The following brief discussio n
of dissolved oxygen relationships in streams is presented for clarificatio n
of following sections of this paper which deal with application of thi s
analysis system to evaluation of water quality in the Willamette Rive r
Basin .

The concentration of dissolved oxygen in a stream is controlle d
by two opposing reactions . Biochemical utilization of oxygen during the
decomposition of wastes in the river system results in a decrease i n
oxygen concentration and is called deoxygenation . Replenishment of
oxygen is termed reaeration and is accomplished either through ab-
sorption of atmospheric oxygen from the water surface or the generatio n
of oxygen through photosynthetic action of algal growths within th e
aquatic environment .
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The following equations are used in this compute r
analysis to describe the deoxygenation-reaeration process in a
stream with sludge demand and land drainage considered .

dD/dt=K,L- K2 D

D= KzK i (e-K i t _ e-K2t) + Dae- K2t

K 1 La

	

24BLV K2(I-e'-K i t )+KI(I-a-K2t )D=

	

(e-K i t -e'K2t ) +K2-K1K 2

	

K2 - K i

24 SLV+

	

K

	

(I -e- K2t ) + Dae-K2t

	

Eq . 3
2

I LlK2+2_K24sLv_DoK2)_24%< I
t~- K2-Ki

	

K? Do -24BLVK i

Wherein :

D = Saturation deficit after an elapsed time .
La = Initial BOD of the stream .
K1 = Coefficient defining rate of deoxygenation .
K2 = Coefficient defining rate of reaeration .
e = Base of natural or Naperian logarithms = 2 .71828
t = Elapsed time, in days .
24 = Constant to convert miles per hour to miles per day .
BL = Bank load which has been defined as a uniform oxyge n

demand such as tree leaves, etc ., which may enter the
stream along its banks .

V = Velocity of stream flow in miles per hour .
SL = Sludge load which has been defined as the oxygen demand

imposed by the benthal deposits on the stream bottom .
Da = Initial saturation deficit of the stream .

All of these equations are standard forms or slightl y
modified forms of the Streeter-Phelps equations .

Eq . 1

Eq . 2

Eq . 4
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was achieved by using

(Eq . 5 )

Calculation of the reaeration coefficien t
Equation 5 as developed by D . J . O'Connor .

( DLU ) 2k2=
2 .31H -2

Velocity (V) and k2 are related to stream flow by Equations 6 and 7 . The
coefficients "a", "b", "c" and "d" are determined by the slope and inter-
cept of k2 and V plotted against flow as shown in Figure 3 .
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k2 = aQb Eq. 6
d

V = cQ Eq. 7

APPLICATION TO A. COMPLEX RIVER BASIN

Application of this method to a river basin requires accurat e
information on the physical, chemical and hydrological characteristics o f
the river and its channel . These include the maximum and minimu m
quantities of water available for flow augmentation ; the temperature an d
chemical quality of the water available for flow augmentation ; the amount s
and characteristics of the residual wastes discharged to the stream ; and
hydraulic characteristics of the stream in terms of velocity, time of
travel, and turbulence ; the amounts of water withdrawn from the strea m
for domestic and industrial supply and for irrigation ; knowledge of
reaction rate constants ; the magnitude of bank and sludge loads ; and other
factors described in the equations .

Much physical knowledge of our river systems is necessary before
any system of analysis can be effectively used to predict water quality o r
provide answers to management problems . Such accurate information i s
difficult to obtain in most cases . Computer programs or other tools are
not a substitute for this hard-won knowledge of a river system and wil l
not provide meaningful analyses without it .

The Willamette River Basin in Northwestern Oregon was chosen
as a study basin to apply these methods because of its location and sinc e
previous and ongoing studies by various agencies provided the necessary
basin information .

The Willamette River Basin (Figure 4) drains an area of about
11, 200 square miles . The basin is approximately 175 miles long by 7 5
miles wide . The main stem of the Willamette flows about 185 river mile s
from Eugene to Portland where it contributes about 25 million acre-fee t
per year to the Columbia River . There are presently 18 reservoirs in
various stages of development in the basin with additional sites which ca n
be developed as the needs arise . The present storage capacity i s
approximately 2 .0 million acre-feet. Most of the projects are multi -
purpose in nature with storage being provided for flood control, powe r
generation, navigation improvement, domestic and industrial water supply ,
water quality control, recreation and fisheries .

The 1960 population of the Willamette Basin was about 1 .17 million
with a projected increase to about 2 . 1 million by 1985 . Approximately 75
percent of the population is concentrated along the main stem of th e
Willamette .
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The following short table summarizes the estimated major wast e
discharges to the Willamette River system in terms of populatio n
equivalents (PE) . 1

PROJECTED 1985 WASTE DISCHARGES TO WILLAMETTE RIVE R
(All numbers in population equivalents )

Location Raw Load 85% Removal

Eugene 281,440 42,195
McKenzie River 378, 355 56, 72 5
Corvallis 285, 809 42, 85 0
Albany 767,416 115,05 5
Santiam River 492, 079 73, 775
Salem 2,233,616 334, 875
Newberg 1,154,076 173,02 5
Oregon City 3,384, 758 507,460

Figure 5 illustrates these loads in graphical form as a function o f
the river mile at which they are applied . They are produced by variou s
industrial and domestic wash sources. throughout the river system .
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FIGURE 5

ACCUMULATIVE POLLUTION IN BASIN AS POPULATIO N

EQUIVALENTS PROJECTED 1985 LOAD DISTRIBUTIO N

I A population equivalent is a measure of the BOD of the wastes contribute d
by one person in one day . A common base is 0 .17 pound (75 .6 grams )
of five-day biochemical oxygen demand per capita per day .
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WATER QUALITY - QUANTITY AND WASTE TREATMEN T

The effect of varying degrees of waste treatment and flow may be
evaluated by the analysis system through variation of the input data con-
cerning these factors . In this work, various combinations of treatmen t
and flow were analyzed by the computer to provide profiles of water qualit y
versus river mile . The end result was a large number of graphica l
representations of mans impact on the water quality in the river syste m
for various conditions of use .

Figure 6 illustrates a typical dissolved oxygen profile for the
main stem of the Willamette River based on the assumption that all source s
of waste will, by public policy, be required to provide 85 percent remova l
of organic material from their wastes in 1985 .
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FIGURE 6

DISSOLVED OXYGEN PROFILE, WILLAMETTE RIVE R

PROJECTED 1985 LOADS ; FLOW OF 5, 500 cfs AT SALEM

The basic assumption of 85 percent treatment indicates that 1 5
percent of the original waste reaches the stream . Reducing the degree of
waste treatment to 70 percent would result in twice as much residual
waste to be discharged to the river . Conversely, an increase in the degre e
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of waste treatment to 92 .5 percent would reduce the amount of waste reachin g
the stream to 7 . 5 percent of the original waste . In most cases, the location
of major concern in a river system is the point of lowest oxygen concentration ,
referred to as the "critical point ." Depending on circumstances, wate r
quality at other points in the system may also be a critical consideration .

At any one location, the oxygen resources (in terms of milligram s
per liter) may be related to the percentage of treatment of the total ra w
waste in the basin at various levels of flow . Such a representation is specifi c
to one river location and one distribution of waste discharges but may b e
constructed for any point in the river system .

Figure 7 illustrates such a projection for the critical section of th e
Willamette River which occurs in the Portland Harbor reach of the rive r
system. The dissolved oxygen prediction at varying percentages of treat-
ment for different levels of total raw waste production may be projected a s
straight lines originating from the saturation value for oxygen at that poin t
in the river system .
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DISSOLVED OXYGEN IN PORTLAND HARBOR VERSUS

RIVER FLOW AND WASTE TREATMENT

Flows at Salem Gage - Water Temperature of 22°C .
Projected 1985 Load Distribution
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By utilizing the results presented in Figure 7, it is possible t o
project the degree of treatment necessary to attain a given dissolved oxyge n
objective in the river system at different flow levels . Such a projection i s
made in Figure 8 .

EFFECT OF TEMPERATUR E

Temperature is an important water quality parameter that affect s
a stream's useability both as a source of water supply, and for fisherie s
and other development . Stream temperature can be increased by heat
pollution or modification of stream conditions that result in a net heat gai n
from solar radiation .

Impoundments and other water resource development project s
affect stream geometry, create quiet water pools, and influence the temper-
ature regime of a stream . Such changes in temperature affect the wate r
quality that may be obtained by different levels of flow augmentation, sinc e
the deoxygenation and reaeration constants and the saturation limit o f
dissolved oxygen are temperature dependent .

The temperature in the Willamette River increases from about 1 5
degrees Centigrade at Eugene (River Mile 180) to about 22 degrees Centi-
grade at Portland (River Mile 10) under normal summertime conditions .
Profiles for either higher or lower temperatures are nearly parallel withi n
the range encountered during warm weather-low flow periods .

Temperature affects the reaeration of streams, the rates of waste
decay and oxygen solubility. These factors influence oxygen balance an d
hence flow augmentation requirements . As the temperature of water in-
creases, there is a corresponding decrease of water viscosity, density, an d
surface tension, along with an increase of molecular activity . The net
result is a significant increase in the rate of diffusion which limits th e
stream reaeration rate . The following equations show that the overall re -
aeration constant K 2 , is directly proportional to the square root of th e
coefficient of diffusion and therefore varies as (DL)1 /2 with temperature .

The effect of temperature on the coefficient of diffusion D L i s
given by the Stokes-Einstein equation as follows :

DL = Blabs

where :

	

Tabs = absolute temperatur e

-At

	

= coefficient of viscosity
B

	

= constant for particular reactant s
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The constant B can be evaluated if D L at any single temperature is known .
Since B is a constant, and because K2 is proportional to (DL)1 /2, it follow s
that K2 is proportional to the square root of

Tabs •

The effect of temperature on K2 has been empirically defined a s
follows :

K

	

= K

	

0(T-20 )
2(T)

	

2(20)

where : K2(T) = reaeration constant at T° C
J

K
2(20) = reaeration constant at 20° C

T = stream temperature, in ° C
0 = thermal coefficient

Recent literature supports a value of 1 .0241 for the thermal coefficient O .

Because of the above factors a change in temperature causes a
change in the requirement for flow augmentation. Results by K . D . Feigner
(MS Thesis 1963) indicate that a general increase in overall temperature i n
the Willamette River system of 4°C would increase the flow augmentatio n
requirement at Newberg by 233 cfs .

Other values are given below :

for temperatures investi
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+2 pQ +17 +26 +31 +5 3
1 .2 1 .9 2 .2 3 . 6

+4 AQ +31 +48 +61 +23 3
% 2 .3 3 .5 4 .3 15 . 9

+6 AQ +45 +68 +93 +45 6
/o 3 .3 4 .9 6 .6 31 .2

*N.S . = Not significant .
Note : All flow increments are in cfs .

In contrast with these results recent studies (Worley, et al, 1966 )
indicate that certain combinations of temperature change may result in a
net decrease of flow requirement .

The issues of temperature effects, heat balance and temperatur e
prediction methods will require additional research to arrive at neede d
answers .

WATER QUALITY DATA ACQUISITION-STORAGE AND RETRIEVAL

Management of our water resources must be based upon adequat e
supporting data . The results of computer studies as cited above, decisions
on waste treatment needs and related deliberations cannot be any better tha n
the data they are based upon.

The acquiring, tabulating and analyzing of data is a major
problem in water resource studies .

Analysis of a great bulk of data located in the files of numerou s
agencies, and tabulated in variety of ways, often without good documentation ,
has often proven to be an insurmountable obstacle to many studies .

In recent years data acquisition, storage and retrieval system s
based upon digital computer systems has provided a powerful method t o
deal with the "data" problem .

The second part of this seminar paper is presented by the co -
author, Mr . J . L . Worley, and will discuss the relationship of a new system
called "STORET" to water quality research and investigations .
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PART II
Relationship of STORET t o
Water Quality Research

Probably everyone who reads this paragraph has had the experienc e
of searching for some water quality data which couldn't be found or whe n
found was in the wrong form. Because of situations such as this, it wa s
determined that some sort of computer data storage and retrieval syste m
must be designed to help avoid duplication of effort and to make the work of
one organization readily available to others . On this basis, developmen t
work was begun on a system which would later become known as STORET .

DEFINITION AND HISTORY OF THE "STORET" SYSTE M

STORET is a computerized data storage and retrieval system fo r
water quality data . It is national in scope ; that is, it is designed to handl e
the water quality data for the whole United States . There is a location
scheme designed for sampling stations located on streams (Sub-System I )
and one using latitude and longitude for stations located on open water or o n
land (Sub-System II) . Provision has been made for up to 100, 000 parameter s
and as many observations of each parameter as anyone wishes to make .
This system is open ended, which means there is no danger of filling it u p
or of overtaxing its storage capacity .

A brief description of the operation of the STORET System i s
given in the next two sections . A more detailed explanation of this storag e
and retrieval system may be obtained by referring to the publication s
listed in the bibliography .

Copies of these manuals may be obtained upon request from most
FWPCA offices . All requests by groups located in the Pacific Northwes t
for literature or assistance in using the STORET System should be directe d
to the Regional Office of FWPCA in Portland, Oregon . It should also be
noted here that the STORET map coding for the Pacific Northwest has bee n
completed and copies are on file in the Regional office .

DATA STORAGE

The first step is the selection of the sampling stations for whic h
data are to be stored . Each station is assigned a unique six-digit station
code serial of which the first two digits identify the state in which th e
station is located and the next four digits are used to identify up to ten
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thousand stations within a state . For states which may have more than te n
thousand stations, a second state number has been assigned to allow up to
twenty thousand stations per state .

Next, maps which have been specially coded for the purpose ar e
consulted to determine the location for that particular station . These map s
have been coded according to a hydrologic location scheme in which al l
streams entering the ocean, a large lake or flowing out of the United State s
is divided into fifteen major basins, each of which contains several mino r
basins . As an example, the Columbia River Basin is located in and com-
prises most of the Pacific Northwest Major Basin, and the Willamette
River Basin is a minor basin within the Pacific Northwest Major Basin .

Any basin, major or minor, in which a stream system ends o r
leaves the United States is called a terminal basin . Each terminal strea m
within a terminal minor basin is given a unique three-digit number in
ascending order beginning with 001 and proceeding in a counter-clockwis e
direction with regard to the periphery of the United States . As an example ,
the Oregon Coast terminal minor basin begins with the first stream enter-
ing the Pacific Ocean south of the Columbia River . This first stream would
be assigned a terminal stream number 001, the next one south along the
coast, 002, etc ., until the boundary of the minor basin is reached .

Each stream system is coded according to an indexing and mileag e
scheme in which tributary streams are assigned an odd index code if th e
stream enters from the left looking upstream and an even code if it enter s
from the right . These index codes must always be in ascending order in an
upstream direction . To complete the coding, the mileage from the mout h
of the stream in question to the confluence with each of its tributaries i s
measured and recorded on the map along with the stream order numbe r
and index code . An example of this coding scheme is shown in Figure 1 .

Each data station in Sub-System I is located according to terminal
major basin, terminal minor basin, terminal stream number, mileage o n
terminal or first order stream, second order index code, second orde r
mileage, third order index code, third order mileage, etc ., until the
station is located by code numbers which allow retrieval of data in hydro-
logic sequence . In Sub-System II the latitude and longitude of each statio n
is determined and stored in place of the six-digit station number an d
stream location data .

Location data must be developed and stored for each station befor e
any parameter data for that station may be stored . However, once a
station is correctly located and stored, it is done for all time .

Once the station has been located, parameter data for that statio n
are developed . Each parameter has a unique five-digit code number which
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Fig . 1 Typical Stream coding for a Terminal Minor Basin
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must appear with each value of a given parameter, a feature which allow s
the input cards to be punched according to a "random field" format . Only
variable data are assigned parameter codes and, to date, some three o r
four hundred numbers have been used . Data which remain constant for a
given station are placed in a descriptive paragraph which is part of th e
location information .

When the data have been punched in cards according to the standar d
format and verified, they may be read into the computer and stored o n
magnetic tape which becomes a permanent record replacing the punche d
cards . Parameter data may be stored at the same time as location data o r
at any time afterward so long as the station code serial appears on each card .

Any number of cards may be stored with each run and provision
has been made for changing or deleting any data previously stored .

DATA. RETRIEVA L

Data are retrieved from Sub-System I by feeding several contro l
cards into the computer . The parameters to be retrieved are listed in the
order and spacing desired on the printed output . The stations for which
data are to be retrieved must be identified by one of several schemes . The
first method is to specify the station code serial for each station to be
retrieved . The next is to specify a control point and retrieve the desire d
parameters for all stations on the stream system upstream of the contro l
point .

Another option provides for retrieval of all stations on segments
of streams below the control point . It is also possible to retrieve a com-
bination of the two previously described configurations . Some other
retrieval configurations are available but will not be discussed here .
Examples of two retrieval configurations are shown in Figure Z and Figure 3 .

Retrieval of data from Sub-System II may be achieved in any one
of several ways . Two of the most commonly used methods are the specifi-
cation of the latitude and longitude of the station to be retrieved or to locat e
the vertices of a polygon which encloses the area containing the desire d
stations (See Figure 4) . There are several other schemes of retrieval
which will not be detailed here . Another feature allows conversion of Sub -
System I stations to Sub-System II stations where it is convenient to
retrieve data from both systems with the same retrieval run . In general,
however, Sub-System II is used only where location for Sub-System I
would be unreasonably difficult .
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AUXILIARY PROGRAM S

Since STORET is solely a storage and retrieval program and will
do no data analysis of any type, it has been necessary to develop som e
auxiliary programs designed to perform certain analyses of the raw data .
Included are statistical programs which determine the arithmetic mean ,
standard deviation, variance, sum of squar-es, number of observatio .ps ,
maximum observation, minimum observation and several others . Several
transforms are also available .

Analyses of this type may be obtained for each month, each year ,
each quarter or other period, for the whole period of record or by mont h
for the whole period of record disregarding the year-la g, , all July t s fo r
the period of record lumped together) . Another program calculate s
stream loading by using data retrieved from STORET to determine th e
quantities of various materials passing a point in a stream during a
specified period of time . Additional analysis pro-grams will be develope d
as the needs arise .

Any individual user who has a specific need may develop his ow n
analysis program which would likely become useful to others . Data from
STORET may be used as input to any other program so long as the input /
output or tt are compatible .

	

-

Other auxiliary programs which do no analysis of data but facilitat e
a very important feature of STORET have been developed . These ar e
programs which provide for storage of data already punched in cards in a
format other than the standard S'1'URET format . With these programs
available, little is lost if an agency wishes to develop its own data storage
and retrieval system and also put their data into STORET ; in fact, thi s
procedure is encouraged .

FUTURE EXPANSION OF "STORET "

The STORET system i g presently programmed for and operated o n
a Honeywell 400 computer. This machine is rather slow and limited i n
memory compared to some of the newer models distributed by severa l
manufacturers . The Department of the Interior is in the process of installin g
an IBM System 360 Model .65 and a- Model 30 in its Washington, D . G . head-
quarters . Terminal devices of various types will be installed in many
Interior field offices to bring the use of a powerful computer to those 'Wh o
require it .
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STORET is being reprogrammed for the System 360 and will b e
expanded to include more types of data as this programming proceeds . A t
present, STORET is designed to handle water quality data, but planned
expansion on the new computer will include biological data and facilitie s
inventories . Also, under consideration are water use inventories and
possibly some economic data . All of these data would be located accordin g
to either the hydrologic sequence or the latitude-longitude scheme .

At such time as the new hardware is installed and the necessary
reprogramming and new program development completed, it would b e
routine in many Interior offices to request retrieval of data from STORE T
by telephone connection and receive the output on a terminal device in th e
same office a few minutes later . A system of this type should greatly
expedite the progress on many projects in both research work and day-to -
day office problems .

Another application of the STORET system is the storage of dat a
generated by automatic water quality monitors . These data will be tele-
metered to the office where appropriate analyses will be performed to
condense and verify them .

These analyses will be done by computer either in the local offic e
or on the System 360 Model 65 in Washington, D . C . When editing and
statistical summarization is completed, the data will be recorded on mag-
netic tape in the STORET system to be available on short notice to researcher s
or other users in the form required for the problem at hand .

SUMMAR Y

In summary, it may be said that STORET is a very comprehensiv e
and extremely flexible data storage and retrieval system for use on digita l
computers of sufficient capacity . Although it was originally designed and
intended for handling of water quality data, it is presently being expande d
to include biological data and water and waste treatment information .

In addition, auxiliary programs are constantly being developed t o
perform various analyses of the data so conveniently stored by this system .
And finally, STORET is national in scope so that a means of storing and
disseminating useful data is provided for scientists and engineers from all
parts of the United States .
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Simu~a€coa a«cl

PS& Daewoo '71fdeefl

T hose characteristics of simulation that make it particularly interestin g
as a possible tool for public decision-making include (1) its capability

of performing multi-variable analysis, (2) its provision for feedback be-
tween the organism and the environment, and (3) its consistency with
incremental decision-making .

Those who approach watershed or basin planning for water resource s
development for the first time are usually impressed by the number o f
variables with which one must deal . There are hydrology relationships ,
biological and economic, to say nothing of other social phenomena that mus t
be taken into account . In the past, we have proceeded largely by assuming
that a number of these variables will remain constant while varying other s
and working out the consequences . It should be obvious that such a pro-
cedure does not do justice to any interdependence which may exist .

But simply providing for a number of variables in the analysis doe s
not do the trick completely, either . The relationship among these variable s
must be correctly described and incorporated into a model that has some
element of reality .

One of the most exciting possibilities of simulation in this connectio n
is its provision for feedback between "organism" and "environment." A very
distressing characteristic of current water resources planning by publi c
agencies is the practice of projecting future economic growth of a region ,
assuming availability of water, and then justifying water development on th e
basis of the projection. Such a procedure completely overlooks the effec t
that water resources investment will have on economic growth . If regional
economic growth is one objective of such development, as stated by numerou s
official government documents, then this should be evaluated . The present
procedure completely avoids the issue .
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The consistency of simulation with incremental decision-making
is one of its more appealing characteristics in this context . Lindblom has
on numerous occasions described public decision-making as being incre-
mental rather than total . He believes that we almost never "optimize " or
permit everything to vary as we work toward a solution . He believes tha t
we proceed a step at a time, comparing alternatives against the existin g
situation as best we can . 1 The use of a technique such as simulatio n
simply adds to our capacity to comprehend the consequences of alternativ e
acts .

The limitations of optimizing techniques in public decision-makin g
has been well documented elsewhere . 2 Such techniques are inadequate to
describe an existing situation and are a hazardous guide to policy despit e
their possible usefulness in specific sub-optimizing situations .

At the same time, other tools of management science have bee n
found wanting in certain important respects . The words of Forrester ar e
relevant here :

"Management science has failed to assist top management
because the philosophies and objectives of management
science have often been irrelevant to the manager . Mathe-
matical economics and management science have often bee n
more closely allied to formal mathematics than to econ-
omics and management . i 3

Part of the reason for the irrelevance has been lack of knowledge, i n
addition to the incorrect specification (for management), of objectives o f
management .

CHARACTERISTICS OF WATER RESOURCES PLANNIN G

Water resources planning in this country is a mixture of publi c
and private activity, with a multiplicity of groups in the public sphere .
Decision-making is fragmental . The ability to discern quickly which group
is likely to be crucial in a particular decision is important to the successful

' For an example of Lindblom's position, see his article in Essays in Hono r
of Bernard Francis Haley, Stanford University Press, 1959 .

2Smith, Stephen, and E . N . Castle, Economics of Water Resource Develop-
ment, Chapter 1 . Iowa State University Press, 1964 .

3 Forrester, J ., Industrial Dynamics, page 3, M .I.T . Pres s
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water ' "politician ." The government agencies, even under recent plannin g
coordination directives, are at best a loose federation . At worst, there i s
complete independence .

Neither do these loosely coordinated public agencies have a
common set of operational goals or objectives . General objectives or goal s
are stated and handed down from above, but these are not, at present ,
easily translated into terms that are helpful in planning .

This planning is characterized by the consideration of a ver y
limited number of alternatives . When one considers the huge sum spent on
planning in this country, the limited number of alternatives considered ,
resulting from stereotyped planning, is little short of disgraceful . Some of
this is due to obsolete instructions established by Congress . Some is due
to unwillingness on the part of planners to change . In the past, some blame
could be laid to the paucity of techniques that would permit planning to b e
approached in such a general fashion. This excuse is no longer valid .

Another characteristic of water resources planning is that ther e
is probably rather considerable distortion in the signals received b y
decision-makers -- as measured by the relation of marginal benefits an d
returns to society . It seems unlikely that the motivation of governmen t
planners would be that which would be suggested by any type of socia l
"index ." Nor does any automatic system of signals exist which would taran$ .0

rnit to the planners the desires of the public generally, or the variou s
sectors of the public in any systematic fashion . We can be relativel y
confident that 'if any agency deviates greatly from public expectation, there .
will be some correction from Congress .

On the other hand, it is possible for any agency to fulfill certain
specific functions competently, but be relatively free from pressure t o
consider alternative ways of accomplishing a given function or to evaluate
a likely combination of functions . In a market system signals are trans-
mitted from consumers to producers in an automatic fashion . Depending
upon such things as the state of competition and the distribution of income ,
one may or may not be satisfied with the results . However, there is a con-
tinuous flow of information being transmitted which serves as a guide t o
decision-making .

No such automatic flow of information exists in a bureaucracy . It
must be provided for in some explicit fashion .

It is apparent that special interest groups have influence dispro-
portionate to the number of people affected in the decision-making . As
planning becomes increasingly technical, it will be increasingly difficult t o
distinguish between policy and execution . As a consequence, the layman

. 4
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will have to devote a rather considerable amount of time to study -- if h e
is to understand the issues involved .

CHARACTERISTICS OF AN IMPROVED DECISION PROCESS

Perhaps the most obvious and fundamental characteristic of a n
improved decision process is the participation by those affected in the
process itself . It is assumed that a creation of Congress will automaticall y
reflect the wishes of the general public . That this has failed to be the cas e
in water resources planning has been documented by a number of student s
of the subject . 1 In view of the political science literature on the subject, i t
would appear that an agency such as the Bureau of the Budget would b e
represented on coordinated planning groups within the Federal Government.

This writer is not enthusiastic about the possibilities of any
single group within or without the government in formulating goals fo r
water resources planning . It is far more realistic to assume that objectives ,
motivations and goals will be reflected in the making of actual decisions . It
does not concern this writer that goals are not stated in an operational
fashion -- if those who are affected by decisions can participate in them .
This reliance on democracy is, of course, a value judgment . If the de-
cision process is democratic, one can be relatively sure that goals and
values will be the basis of decision-making and that they will become dis-
cernible over time . This is not to say, of course, that the laymen shoul d
participate in technical decisions . It is to say that he may participate in
establishing the framework and the criteria by which such decisions are made .

The planning process should provide planners the freedom, th e
resources and the responsibility to formulate problems broadly, and to con-
sider all alternatives . Despite the directive for coordinated planning, thes e
groups seem to be completely unable to come to grips with certain problems .

An example may be drawn from the Willamette Task Force activity .
Early in the life of the Task Force a "seminar" was arranged whereby the
key planners from all agencies could participate in a discussion of th e
possibilities of simulation . All agreed that it was the logical tool for use i n
the coordinated planning . The matter was then buried in a committee an d
has apparently died a respectable bureaucratic death . In the meantime ,
planning goes merrily on its way, unaffected by the principal intellectua l
achievements of the past twenty years .

' For an example, see Hubert Marshall I s Chapter 21 entitled "Rationa l
Choice in Water Resources Planning" in Smith and Castle 2a. cit .
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PROBLEMS OF INSTITUTIONAL DESIG N

A principal problem in the water resources field, then, is the
development of institutions or organizational arrangements which will per-
mit our knowledge and our technology to be brought to bear in a meaningfu l
fashion. Our knowledge of the process by which organizations or insti-
tutional arrangements are brought into being, and are modified to bette r
serve the ends of man, is meager indeed . As Allen Kneese has said, l

"Clearly all the problems in engineering and economics ar e
not solved. Still, this aspect of the necessary backgroun d
for effective water quality management is rapidly outstrip -
ping the ability to devise legal and institutional arrangement s
which will permit effective but efficient and politically
responsible implementation of water quality managemen t
programs . Compared to engineering, and even economics ,
institutional studies of water quality management are i n
their infancy. No established pattern or criteria exist . "

It would appear that in the immediate future one of the main benefits of simu-
lation studies would be in terms of the impact on the possible design of plan-
ning organization . Such studies can show who will be affected and by ho w
much as a result of the implementation of a given plan . They can also show
the " cost" of certain institutional arrangements which may prevent a given
plan from being achieved . Viewed in this way, institutions are not constraints
but rather instruments by which men can better achieve their objectives .

Hopefully, man will be able to do better than simply find by tria l
and bitter experience how to design and make operational those institution s
which have the greatest prospect of success .

Of course, simulation has rather considerable value quite apart
from the re-design of institutions . It has been most extensively applied to
problems that have relevance within the existing institutional framework .
The work of Burgess and Halter described elsewhere in this volume provid e
examples of this kind of application . Certainly there is much to be don e
here and the prospects for additional fruitful work appear bright .

Finally, we call attention to a very real but somewhat indirect
benefit of simulation . We have reference to the benefit of specification o f
relevant information. A, planning tool such as simulation specifies th e
relevant data and brings into the open any inadequacies which may exist .
As a consequence, it serves a real purpose for the scientist whose respon-
sibility it is to establish the basic relationships which must underlie all
quantitative planning activity .

l A.pproaches to Regional . Water Quality Management, pp . 3 and 4 . Mimeo-
graphed. Resources for the Future, Washington, D .C ., 1966 .
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Presented December 7, 1966 by LOUIS N . STONE, Head of the Department
of Electrical and Electronic Engineering, Oregon State University, Corvallis ,
Oregon .

T he various speakers for this Water Resources Research Institut e
seminar presented many illustrative examples of "Simulation Models - -
Modern Resource Planning Tool ." It would be neither fitting nor prope r
for me to review their discussions as you already have this information i n
your notes . We will therefore extract from the previous presentation s
some of the advantages of simulation and some of the inherent dangers .
Also as a review I will present some questions and discuss their answers .
By this procedure I hope to be able to bring together much of the materia l
that has been presented during the past ten weeks .

What are the advantages of simulation? What are` the dangers o f
simulation? As the concluding session in this series of seminars we can
think back about what has been presented and find the answers to these two
questions .

ADVANTAGES OF SIMULATION

With regard to the advantages of simulation, the following ar e
important :

1. Undoubtedly the greatest advantage of simulation is that it en-
ables you to obtain answers to problems in water resource planning tha t
could not be as readily obtained by any other methods .

2. The second advantage is simple economics . We can certainly
obtain the desired information much more rapidly and much more econ-
omically than by direct experimentation, or by constructing scaled physica l
models .
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3. The third advantage is that in constructing the model of the
system you will learn a great deal more about it . You probably will hav e
to in -order to complete the model . The deterministic models of hydrology
are not simple -- the fact that we understand a great deal more abou t
deterministic reality than we- da any other form makes them appear simpler .
We also have interesting stochastic models of some of the various aspect s
of hydrology . The nondeterministic nature of the economic and social
aspects of some of the more important aspects of water resource plannin g
provide a challenge for the model maker . The lack of a sufficiently wel l
developed fund of knowledge in this area makes it even more challenging - -
in fact it sometimes makes it downright exasperating .

4. The next advantage is that simulation models provide a frame-
work for the systems approach to the larger problems containing man y
variables . The nature of this framework is such that it helps us keep i n
mind the various facets of the large systems problem -- and we need al l
the help we can get .

5. Another advantage of simulation is that we can start with
relatively simple models and expand them as required or as our under-
standing improves .

6. We certainly can not discount the advantage of having acquire d
a library of simulation programs or subprograms that can be grouped to-
gether and used. on a large study .

7. The advantage of being able to experiment with a tdel of a
large water basin system must certainly be considered . We can let the
computer do the routine work and we can concentrate oft the human o r
creative process . If we are hot absorbed with the burdensome task of
routine computation wb are free to work with the inter eating and challenging
aspects of the problem --- something the' computer cannot do .

8. The ability of being. able to deninstrate our system to inter-
ested groups .and to management is frequently a great advantage . This i s
not to be discounted when we are trying to establish the significance o f
important results .

DANGERS OF SIMULATIO N

Now with regard to the dangers of simulation, the following ar e
important :

1 . The greatest danger in simulation is to use an incorrec t
model and not know it . Of course all models are simplifications of real i
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but this does not refer to the small errors normally introduced by reason -
able and desirable simplification . An error in the model can be brought
about by making a mistake when constructing the model, or by not under -
standing the real-life situation sufficiently well enough to construct a n
accurate model . Of course this danger is not restricted to simulation, i t
is always present .

2. Even if we have a correct model at one particular time, th e
model may change with time . This is particularly true with models in-
corporating human values and changing values of resources . The dange r
lies in not recognizing that values change with time . Some of these values .
can change a great deal in a relatively short period of time .

3. The next greatest danger in simulation is to use an overl y
simplified model of reality . The results obtained can range anywhere from
gross error, similar to that obtained by using a wrong model, to only a
modest error which can be expected from time to time .

4. Another danger is that of using an overly sophisticated model .
Although this will produce the proper results, the cost will be excessive
and may discourage further simulation .

5. An everpresent danger is for the inexperienced to accept th e
simulation results as being the absolute truth. All results must b e
questioned, verified, and evaluated .

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

To close this presentation I am going to list some questions an d
give you my answers . The answers represent my personal opinions and I
do not expect you to accept them on any other basis . ,

WHAT IS SIMULATION ?

The speakers have used many interesting illustrations of simulation .
But what is simulation? I now understand simulation to be the processing ,
operation, or running of a model to obtain needed information about th e
reality represented by it .

But now the question I must answer is -- Isn't simulation just a
fancy word for computation? No, it isn't . I believe the speakers gave a
clear illustration of this . The large resistor-capacitor networks that wer e
constructed as models of large water flow systems were measured to ob-
tain the necessary information . They were not calculated . Now, if I ha d
programmed this network on a digital computer I could have "run" it, o r
processed it, and obtained similar information .
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Certainly I use a model as a basis for calculations that I would
make to obtain answers to a problem . I would also use a model as th e
basis for simulation. I would "run" the model to obtain necessary infor-
mation and insight into the functioning of a complex system . Perhaps I
might resolve this dilemma by saying that I calculate to obtain a specifi c
answer, but I simulate to obtain the overall picture .

WHY SIMULATE ?

I believe the answer is quite Simple -- it is economical from the
standpoint of both time and money . On large water resource planning
projects I cannot possibly hope to perform experiments on the physica l
system to obtain information on all of the possible situations . There simply
isn't enough time and money available . I believe we have long since passed
the time when we can obtain the needed information on water resource s
management to the extent that we need it today by any other method than by
simulation . I have no choice but to . simulate .

Water resources management exists because of the various use s
people have for water . Any realistic model must therefore contain thes e
factors . This will certainly produce a model that can only be handled by
simulation .

WHO WILL CONSTRUCT MY MODEL ?

I will have to do it myself because l am the one responsible for the
final results and because I am the one who has sufficient background an d
information about the system under consideration . I may need additional
specific information in order to complete my model and this I will obtain
by selecting specific measurements to be made on the system . I will need
to communicate with other people working in my field and othar 'fields i n
order to keep up on what is going on in order to mate my Work ther e
effective .

HOW SOPHISTICATED WILL MY MODEL BE ?

It will be as simple as I can make it and still include the necessary
parameters with the necessary degree of accuracy to obtain the require d
answers . Of course, I know that what . is considered sophisticated toda y
will be commonplace tomorrow .

As my capability improves I will be able to include more of th e
factors concerned with people situations . Eventually I should be able to
include the people-reactions in my model. And who krlo%s what I will have
to add after that'.
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WHAT COMPUTER WILL I USE -- DIGITAL OR ANALOG ?

The answer to this question is a simple matter of expediency . I
will use the type of computer that is available . I will use the type of com-
puter I know how to use . Because there are thirty some thousand digita l
computers in use in the United States and only about one thousand analo g
computers in use, it is highly probable that I will use a digital computer .

'	 WHAT COMPUTERS SHOULD I BE ABLE TO USE ?

After attending this series of seminars and reading some of th e
literature available to me I am convinced that I should be able to use th e
digital computer, the analog computer, and the hybrid computer .

Now, don't expect me to do this all at once . I will have to acquire
this capability over a period of time, probably several years . However ,
you can be sure of this -- I am going to take advantage of what is available
to me, particularly while I am in college .

WHAT MATHEMATICS AND STATISTICS WILL I USE ?

Again, the answer is quite obvious . I will use no more mathe-
matics and statistics than I know how to use .

WHAT MATHEMATICS AND STATISTICS SHOULD I USE ?

Again, no more than is necessary . However, this is not the com-
plete answer because this would assume that I had a choice to go as far a s
necessary and did not go farther because I was limited in my knowledge .

The literature available to me on simulation clearly indicates tha t
I need the minimum of partial differential equations, a sequence in numerica l
analysis and at least a graduate course in statistics . Of course this assume s
a thorough understanding and familiarity of the many facets of wate r
resources planning . If I don't get all of this while I am in college I a m
going to take some of these as soon as I get out of school .

In addition to the above, I should include econometrics and
information theory in order that I may interpret the measurements o f
reality that are to be used to construct my model .

ARE COMPUTERS GIANT BRAINS ?

No . Computers are not giant brains . I have helped design
several and am familiar with the design of several others and I can assur e
you there isn't even one brain cell in any of the thirty thousand computer s
in use today .

Computers have taken over much of the routine paper work in thi s
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country today . They take care of the endless bookkeeping our moder n
society requires . They do the routine calculations in engineering an d
science .

Computers are as good as the skill and imagination of the user .
Used properly they can extend the capability of the user . Thus they can be
used to relieve our highly skilled managers and businessmen of many o f
their routine duties . Thus relieved they can devote some of their valuabl e
time to defining new problems that need solution . This is not some
possibility for the future, it is here now, today .
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